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Suet-Pudding English 
W· P. CROZIER, editor of the 
. Manchester Guardian speak-
ing before a group of students at 
Manchester University, rushed to the 
!efens_e _of j?urnalism. He said: "In 
d
.Y opmion, if you want to find lucid 
irect E 1· h ' ng is , well expressed with-
b
out any of the heavy, awkward cum-
rous d ' 
b wor s that inf est so much of ook · · ki d -writing_, especially of the learned 
n ' you will find it in the popular 
:wspapers of the present time for 
the reason that they set out to express 
th;~selves simply and precisely, for 
R . en~fit of the common people." ern1ndin h' cl' g is au 1ence of the news-
paper w 't ' f . . . ri er s ar greater liability to 
criticism h 
Add. : e quoted an argument of 
pect 
1
~on s that an "author" was ex-
th ~ to be dull sometimes, whereas e JOU I' th . rna 1st must be interesting all 
e hme, and that ''were all books 
a COMME T 
1 
reduced to their quintessence, many a 
bulky author would make his appear-
ance in a penny paper; there would 
scarce be such a thing in nature as a 
folio ; the works of the age would be 
contained on a few shelves, not to 
mention millions that would be utter-
ly annihilated." 
The eminent editor declared that in 
journalism no reader should be ex-
pected to read a sentence twice in 
order to understand it, and that 
every effort is made to avoid the 
worn proverbial phrase, the cliche, 
and the ponderous stuff that makes 
things dull. He gave instances of 
the overworking of words ending in 
"-tion," and especially "-ation," 
which so of ten occur in writing that 
is in no sense technical. He had 
counted forty-three such words in the 
last speech of the English King-
consolidation, consideration, unifica-
tion, recommendation, etc. He re-
h 
{ ., 
Truth and Soap 
T HE motto of the International 
Association of Advertising Clubs 
is, "Truth." Just that. No beguiling 
adjectives tacked to it, nor any crafty 
phrase or clause, nor even an article. 
Just that single word, lone and un-
adorned, ''Truth.'' There is something 
massive in the solitary grandeur of 
that one word as it stands forth to 
keep men reminded of the well-
known fact that advertising is above 
all concerned to flood the world with 
truth, and only incidentally to sell a 
few things that may be lying around 
unattached. 
Truth, however, is stranger than 
fiction-far stranger. This fact had 
never fully come home to me till 
the Sunday funnies, a few years ago, 
took in advertising. Before that I 
never believed more than half of 
what the funnies said, but now they 
command my complete confidence. 
1 rn fr m th m hat sauces 
thp nd cigarettes and so 
for r tn and beauty 
and hatever else 
r m y cl ire. By buying the 
I ro r br n I am now in line 
for 11 the thing but my friends 
do not cm to ha e noticed it yet. 
I ha e th refore been feeling of 
l te th'at I must' do something to 
open their yes, so they will see what 
caliber of man they have been as· 
sociating with. I ought to come out 
with one of those miraculous feats, 
stranger than fiction, which we wh? 
use the right things are in the habit 
of performing. 
No doubt you read, in last Sun· 
day's paper, of the prodigy of 
strength and daring that was exe· 
cuted by Jack Smick, the famous 
explorer. You recall how it was. _Be 
was walking along in the African 
jungle, in sport clothes, quite ~~ 
armed. Suddenly he espied a _hod 
galloping toward him. Jack shift~ 
his cigarette to his left hand an d 
just at the right moment, steppe 
aside. The lion, carried by its pre· 
vious momentum started to stream 
past him, but J a~k caught it ~y tht 
tail and, stoutly bracing ~unsel d 
whirled the beast around his hea 
and threw it over what looked to me 
like a baobab tree. . ht 
Hardly had Jack placed his ng 
foot on the resulting stack of yell~; 
fur (you get the reference?) and f ~ d 
ed his arms, than he was surroun e 
by a parcel of savage chiefs. Photog· 
'd The raphers stood off to the s1 e. 
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chief chief queried, "How di you do 
it?" and Jack made reply "I 
every morning and alw ys u e 
Soap. It is made from the .fine t 
table oils and contains no rit or 
lumps or horsehair." Then co ing an 
eye at some dusky belles nearby, who 
were coyly adjusting their nose-
rings, he added, "It is wonderful, 
too, for laundering dainty under-
things." 
I studied that piece of history 
:ery earnestly, for it gave me an 
idea. In the second block from us 
there lives a dog, named Henry, 
whose character and disposition are 
no desirable pattern for other dogs. 
lie and I are what is called incom-
patible. He waits for me every 
~orning when I go to the office. 
1 walk slowly and study the side-
walk, nothing happens. But if I 
start running to catch a car my 
dear 'f h ' 
d 
wi e, t e mother of my chil-
ren mu t 't h If , s s1 up a the night to 
reStore what is technically known 
as the status quo ante. 
IikJ ack Smick' s deed came to me 
e. ~ revelation. Being in the ad-
vert1s1ng t· . d . sec 10n, 1t was reliable. I 
h ecided I would handle Henry as he 
1 a
nd1ed the lion. So this morning 
1 Washed thoroughly with Tox Soap. 
l pkut on my double-breasted which oo s , 
t so manly in photographs and s arted t H ' d ou · · enry was at his post 
: watched me coming. I could feel 
y muscles swell but as I got 
nearer d b ' . lik ' ou ts assailed me. I am 
l e that. For one thing lions be-
ong to the cat family, a~d dogs are 
h t i ood for one i not 
oo for the other. Further-
more, H nry car fully kept his tail 
at the en th t farthe t from 
me. B sid , e ha e no baobab 
tree in our part of town. In vie 
of all thi , I decided to def er opera-
tions. I noticed, ho ever, as I 
pa sed by, that Henry sniffed the 
morning air ery thoughtfully. He 
probably smelled the Tox Soap and 
knew what it meant. In all likeli-
hood he will now change his ways 
and avoid disaster. I shall have to 
exercise my prowess in some other 
way. 
I should, however, like to encour-
age others who may be more fa-
vorably situated, to put this matter 
to the test. After one has the animal 
by the tail, the swinging should be 
performed from right to left. Those 
who take my suggestion are invited 
to write me about the results. Some-
thing nice and strange may happen 
to them, for, as previously noted, 
truth is stranger than fiction. And 
make no mistake: Tox Soap ! 
' Hot Spot I N THE very moment in which Austria was ground out of exist-
ence under the iron heel of Adolf 
Hitler, Czechoslovakia became the 
burning point of the entire European 
situation. Reflective observers remem-
bered some of the things which they 
had read in Hitler's manifesto, Mein 
Kampf-"The frontiers of Germany 
h 
n , Ian in ·uro 
o think fir t of Ru i an 
rder tate ." A gl nee a the 
m p, and we arc con ince that thee 
declarations augur no good for 
zechoslo akia. Czecho lovakia i a 
free democratic country, founde up-
on principles which are anathema to 
every loyal azi. She is half sur-
rounded by German territory and lies 
squarely in the path of the Reichs-
fuehrer' s cherished "D rang nach dem 
Osten." Among her 15,000,000 in-
habitants there are about 3,500,000 
Germans, for whom he has claimed 
the right of racial self-determination. 
Small wonder that the eyes of the 
world are fixed upon this little re-
public! If a European war is going 
to break out in the near future, this is 
the spot where hostilities are apt to 
begin. 
Naturally we inquire: What will 
the foreign policy of Czechoslovakia 
be in the present crisis? 
Since the birth of the Czecho-
slovakian Republic, twenty years ago, 
its foreign affairs have been in the 
hands of Eduard Benes, now Presi-
dent of the Republic. His chief aim 
has always been to insure the se-
curity of Czechoslovakia, for security 
is the key to all her domestic and 
foreign problems. Accordingly his 
government has always been an 
ardent supporter of the League of 
i ut . 
But thi lib r I for ign policy is 
no · lto th r the re ult of the politi-
l philo o hy of President Benes. 
h the raci 1 composition and the 
co raphy of zechoslovakia make 
uch policy imperative, and t~at 
rincipally in iew of the foll_owmg 
facts:-First: the government is co~-
tinuall y embarrassed by strong mt· 
nority groups, especially the Germans, 
who may rise in revolt in case of an 
armed conflict with another power; 
second: the country is very easr t~ 
attack on every one of her fro_ntters, 
third: she is flanked on three sides by 
a powerful militaristic nation whic~ 
is threatening to engulf her; ~ourthd 
her great munitions plants are situate 
in Bohemia at one of the most vulner-
able points of her frontier. In view 
of this situation it is easy to unde~-
stand why Czechoslovakia has a f 
ways been active in the League ~ 
Nations and invariably among t e 
first to act according to its decisio?s, 
as for instance in the Italo-Ethiopian 
' ' t incident; why she is ever ready 
0 
· · s out· enter into peaceable negotiation 
side of the League as in her recent 
dealings with Pola~d ; why she has 
f · dly re· been so eager to establish rien h 
lations with the great nations of t e 
·ck to 
world; and why she was so q~i the 
obtain strong assistance pacts _in d 
Little Entente and with Russia an 
France. . 
Czechoslovakia desires 00thin~ 
more than peace, and her governmen 
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is definitely committed to the m in-
tenance of peace. o matter 
aggressor may be, Pre ident en 
and his associates may be count d 
upon to put forth every effort to 
settle the dispute by peaceable nego-
tiations. But they will not be bluffed. 
They and their compatriots love their 
country. They have just begun to 
enj?y their freedom and their p ros-
perity, and they intend to keep it, 
no matter what the cost may be. e 
ag~ee .with Charles Hodges, who 
writes m Current History: "If Hitler 
pres~es the issue here beyond sabre-
rattlmg, • • . he will meet face to face 
a stubborn opposing race which will 
n~t give way without war." And it 
will be a war to the bitter end. 
For. s~ch an eventuality Czecho-
slovakia ts not unprepared. Military 
observers agree that she has one of 
:~e .bes~ trained and best equipped 
mies m the world. Its peace-time 
strength is about 180 000 but it has 
a_ tr~ined reserve of i,000,000. It is 
Significant that these men are trained 
and · equipped entirely for defensive 
purposes, as is evident from the fact 
that they · 1. . . . . spec1a 1ze m heavy artillery, 
anti-aircraft, anti-tank, and machine 
funs. (They have one machine gun 
or. every twenty-five men, the highest 
ratio in Europe.) Their air force is 
h
st
rong and effective. In addition they 
ave b ·1 ' h ui t extensive fortifications on 
t e German frontier. These consist of 
concrete a d 1 . . h n stee pill-boxes armed 
Wit powerful anti-tank and machine 
guns. In short, Czechoslovakia is 
armed to the teeth. 
orti.fic ion and rmam nt , ho -
r, r not the most important de-
f en of zecho lo ki . Her real 
trength lies in the ru ed demo-
er tic patrioti m of her people and 
in the oo - ill and genuine sym-
thy of all freedom-lo ing nations 
of the earth. 
.I, 
Death Begins at 40 
THI is the grim title of a 38 
page booklet recently published 
by one of our largest insurance com-
panies in the interest of more care-
ful automobile driving. It emphasizes 
the fact that in our country acci-
dents that occur at speeds over 40 
m.p.h. are twice as likely to be fatal 
as those that happen below that 
speed. Statistics furthermore show 
that, not the new driver, the young 
driver, the female driver, not un-
toward conditions, rain, poor visi-
bility, dangerous curves, ice on the 
pavement, and the like, are to blame 
for the majority of fatal auto acci-
dents, but high speed. Most ac-
cidents that result in death occur "to 
male drivers in the prime of life 
going straight ahead on dry roads in 
clear weather." During the last fif-
teen years the death toll of auto-
mobile accidents in our country has 
been almost twice that of all the wars 
in our history . 
From England comes the news of 
a similar situation existing there, 
though that country's auto death total 
r 
f ,uhesler 
n I o hi 
I, 
ful y a ·akc h ro ·n no 1 
eek o thi hourly laughter 
are constantly b ing de i ed, but the 
real need i for the country to regar 
the monthly ca ualty returns more 
tragically and for the overnmen 
and the local authorities to attack the 
problem with a great and lasting 
energy." 
This is well said: But will it be 
done? Since it has been clearly shown 
that high speed is most to blame, 
one of the surest means to decrease 
fatalities, is to cut the speed possi-
bilities of an automobile at the fac-
tories by compulsory attachment of 
governors. Another important safety 
means would be to remove at once 
from the side of all roads signs that 
are not necessary for the driver's 
direction. All advertising signs that 
distract the driver's attention, es-
pecially such as are set at intervals 
and carry consecutive reading matter 
in prose or poetry, should be 
abolished. We noticed recently that 
a certain state has adopted this 
method for setting up safety-first 
preachments along a trunk highway. 
The driver has to cover about a mile 
before he finishes reading the high-
way commission's sermonette, and for 
that distance will necessarily give only 
a part of his attention to the road. 
f y by increasing driving 
1a7~arn1s--1h to e the height 
no h r t. te has never re-
i , y i e si ns, set in the 
} h n 2 -25 mile an hour ~as 
the rul th t i e interesting ID· ' . 
form tion • ou the tate, the nation, 
quo ion from hakespeare, the 
ible, etc. hat good will it do a 
dri er to re about the state flower 
of Kan a and then meet his death 
becau e he erved into the wrong 
lane while doing so! 
By reducing the speed of all cars, 
by removing all distracting adver· 
ti ing material from the roadsides, by 
rigid law enforcement of traffic ~egu; 
lations by withdrawal of drivers 
license~ from habitual traffic violators, 
by required inspection against defe~s 
of all cars twice a year, by systernat_ic 
training in safety-first principles 10 
home and school and industry, and by 
inculcation of the stern truth th~t 
careless driving which results 10 
death is murder we can reduce our 
road casualties 'immediately. When 
• rnrnon· are we going to begin this co 
sense program? 
' Biting the Big Apple · and W ITH all due solemnity d with the proper bows towa~-
the sociological section of the gra~ 
stand we have begun to study swing 
1 el<· music. We have, for examp e, ··t 
amined the distorted faces of the Jl. • 








space while their hoof frantic II 
slapped the waxed floor of hi h 
school gymnasiums or more re pee -
ble gathering places. e ha e b nt 
our ears in studious and di p ion-
ate fashion to the loud peaker o hear 
the rhythms of one Prof es or B nny 
Goodman and his pupils. We haYe 
also heard the svelte- oiced ine 
swing Loch Lomond through the 
e~her until that melancholy cotch 
au sounded like the whine of Fascist 
shrapnel dropping on a Barcelona 
orphanage. 
We found a news item buried in 
the rear pages of a newspaper about 
a teacher of music in a Minnesota 
h n sedate omen's magazines 
de ote se eral pages explaining the 
my terious proce es of the big apple 
and hen, of all thing , Carnegie 
Hall's rafters bend to the throbs of 
Profe or Goodman's trombones, 
well, someone ought to say some-
thing. The occasion demands a few 
words of warning, of outraged indig-
nation-something. Has anyone the 
answer? Please--one at a time. 
* * * 
Interlude 
The wind has rumpled every tree 
In grave hilarity. 
This raucous, mad-cap roaring mood 
Is just an interlude; 
He far prefers the quiet day 
When trees can hardly sway 
And clouds brush lazily the high, 
Unfathomable sky. 
But peace can pall, so now and then 
He f rowns--and smiles again. 
GEORGE PETRICK 
M 
11 t 1 . " . . . The angel 
itl1 r id leaving the 
h · rn l ight that no 
Ii th · y of us who stand 
ft r If im. . . . e leads a pro· 
ce ion •hi h come from the ends of 
time d pac , 11 the harvest of all 
the v bite fi 1 the orld has ever 
kno n, the pil rim of the night who 
come at 1 st to the dawn of an ever-
Ja ting d y .. .. "H e was taken u( 
The child of the manger, the prafmg 
heart on the starlit lanes of Galilee, 
the h unger in the wilderness, the 
weariness of the Sychar Well, the te_ars 
o f the garden and the h ill, the thir5t 
of the Cross-all over now ... • The 
By O. P. KRETZMA N robes of the Transfiguration once mo· 
mentary now clothe Him forever, ao<l 
"Alt the trumpets sounded angels a~d archangels sound the grea: 
for him on the other side'' doxology of His W aiting Church, 
PILGRIM's PROGRESS d th p ow· "Thine is the kingdom, an e d 
er, and the glory, forever an 
ever." . .. 
Homecoming An old story- perhaps too old for 
us to do more than glimpse its glory. 
NOW He was going home .... In ... And yet- we ought to remember 
seven words the years of labor it more clearly .... It was the solemn 
and sorrow end: "While they beheld, moment in the story of God and man 
He was taken up." ... There were no when the visible Christ became the 
bells and banners on earth but surely invisible Christ. ... From that hour 
all the trumpets on the other side everything concerning Him becarne 
sounded as they had never sounded visible only to the eyes of faith. · · · 
before .. . . Surely the chiming golden The final line of demarcation in the 
bells of heaven sang their welcome world- between those who believe 
and angel choirs intoned the song of and those who refuse to believe-W~~ 
the throne: "Worthy is the Lamb that now clear .... Men can say that a f 
was slain to receive power and riches this is not true and use the mind 0 
and wisdom and strength." ... On man to reject the mind of God, 0l 
the anvils of God the nails had been they can know that God once walke 
forged into the sceptre of a king. . . . among them and that they now have 
8 
Ma 
a Friend in heaven ~ ho kno 11 
that earth and time and ain can do 
to man .... 
The Ascension did not take J e u 
away .... It brought heaven n r. ... 
In the realm in which He no 
~eigns time and space have no mean-
mg .... There is no up and do n 
n? near and far, no darkne and no 
dtStance in the world of f ith .... 
He i~ a~ near as yesterday's prayer, 
todays Joy, and tomorrow's sorrow. 
· · • His homecoming has made hea en 
a home for us who still walk far from 
~ome. · · · Wherefore stand we gazing 
~nto heaven? • .. Our momentary task 
15 here, but through the slow dimming 
of the years we see the evening lamps 
of home tended by the pierced hands 
of ff tm Who has gone to prepare a 
plac~ for us. • • . Is there a better way 
to live-or die ? . . . All that we 
f
have to do now is to believe and 
ollow: 
"The lapp· 
f tng sea of death before his eet 
B
Crept near; the wind was wild. 
ut he h k ' ' w O new the One he came to 
meet 
Saw it a~d smiled. 
Stepping . h 
1 ~it out a hesitating word nto the icy t' d As 'f I e, 
Gle~ he sa:"' t_he footprints of his Lord 
at his side, 
Borne up b 
. Y Love that gave as he had 
B given 
e crossed th ·d . 
And laid . e m1 night foam 
H 
his hand upon the door of 
t · eaven 
ike one returning home. 
1 9 
n and arth 
thi column i b in ·ritten 
far from home--thi time in 
our neighbor to the orth. . . . inter 
till linger in nad and an April 
fall shyly on fields already 
tr mulou ith spring. . . . mehow 
it i good to know that de pite e cry-
thing there are al ays green hills in 
April and spring i spring e en in far 
countries and do n far years .... It 
is also good to know that for the 
moment Lake Ontario, steel and gray, 
lies between me and the dark restless-
ness to the outh. . . . A little more 
perspective. . . . Things seen across 
water seem more distant. ... 
Of course, all ties cannot be broken 
jn four hours .... Before me lies the 
morning newspaper of a border city. 
... It features the announcement of 
an economist that one-fifth of our 
American people will soon be on re-
lief .... Nice work. ... You who are 
dead now-you who lived and died 
by the law of get and grab-are you 
not turning face down in your graves 
this April morning? ... 
South of that gray lake beside 
the train are the velvet spaces of 
field and meadow f ram the Gulf 
of Mexico to the Golden Gate, the 
busy smoke of our great cities, the 
gold and marble artistry of our moun-
tains-more wealth than ever be-
fore in the long and bitter story of 
man .... And yet-twenty million 
men, women, and children are face to 
face with the fearful inner corrosion 
of the unused and unwanted, the 
I, 
im 
ne ide y 
the hurch mu t ithdra ' from the 
orld which ha made such a m of 
things and tend her hid en altar for 
those ho may come for momentary 
surcease from fear and hate and blood . 
... The world is bad, it will remain 
bad, and there is nothing we can do 
about it. ... That way lies death . .. . 
The other side says that historic 
Christianity must change. . . . There 
must be a new gospel for a bro-
ken social order. . .. Laws dictated 
by the Church, political alignments, 
sharp pronouncements concerning 
social injustice and economic op-
pression. . . . That way lies disas-
ter . . .. 
As so of ten in the life of the Church 
and the individual, the answer lies 
not before us or behind us-but above 
us. . . . I remember an old French 
proverb: "To understand earth you 
must have known heaven." ... 
The paradox of our modern world 
can be met only by the paradox 
of God: A religion of another 
world is the only workable religion 
for this world. . . . It is only be-
cause men have forgotten heaven 
(and hell) that they are helpless 
on earth. . . . We need a few men 
and women whose feet are on the 
streets of the city fair and high while 
r of rth .... Only 
h tr i ht ncd out their 
rnity c n handle the af-
r h , u fully .... 
o th i is no the na·ive ap· 
ch of ntim nt 1 idealist. .. • 
I h · ne r rittcn anything more 
criou ly an more car fully .. • ,· 
The olution for tho e of the worlds 
problem which od will permit 
us to solve lie in speaking heaven, 
lo ing heaven, living heaven. • • · 
hat do you think happens t? 
hate and fear and lust and ambt· 
tion and greed when man remern· 
hers heaven ? . . . Can they possibly 
look important ? . . . Suddenly-in the 
lightning of heaven-they are see~ as 
they are-incredibly and stupidly 
mean, sordid, and small. . . • . 
It is one of the great funct10~~ 
of the message of heaven to spot 
a great many things for us-all 
the seven standard sins and many 
more. . . . But then it makes mar· 
velous substitutions- truth for lying, 
love for hate, meekness for pride, 
humility for power- and life can 
never be the same again. . . . When 
men ask on earth only what, by the 
mercy of God, they will ask in heaven 
- to love God to serve Him, to adore 
, k w 
Him forever-then we shall 00 
that the highest wisdom is the wisdom 
of love and the greatest daring is the 
daring of faith. . . . . 
All this means Christ. ... In Hirn t 
all that men have ever asked of Go · 
... Through Him we know God. · · 1~ 
He alone crossed and closed the vWs 
between heaven and earth. . • · 
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Cross has become the rl tin 
bridge between things as they re nd 
things as God wants them to be . .. . 
It is time for a few of us to see it. . . . 
And all of it is in the hymn now al-
most 800 years old: 
0 juvamen oppressorum 
0 solamen miserorum 
Pauperum refugium 
Da contemptum terrenorum 
Ad amorem supernorum 
Trahe desiderium ! 
Consolator et fundator 
Habitator et amator 
Cordium humilium 
Pelle mala, terge sordes 
Et discordes fac concordes 
Et affer praesidium ! 
True Greatness 
A TEDIOUS train journey is bright-
I ened by a volume of the col-
.;ted papers and addresses of Oliver 
J e~dell Holmes, the late and great 
Eustice of the Supreme Court. ... 
t;~n though the veil of immediacy 
s 1 hangs between us and him we 
suspect that the future will see 'him 
ta_s one of the few truly great of our 1me I f . · · · · n act, of all our contempo-
raries o l M . 
1 .,. , n Y r. Justtce Holmes and 
J.Vl.ffie C · 
th · ~ne appear to us to possess e qual t· . 1 ies of enduring greatness. 
· · · 11sten to the sharp ring of steel in 
an addr b M st d ess Y r. Holmes to Harvard 
u ents years ago: "No man has 
earned th . h . 
e rig t to mtellectual ambi-
tion until he h le med to I y hi 
cour by t r hich he ha n ·er 
cen-to di by the di iniog rod for 
pring which he may n er reach .... 
o think gre t thou ht you must be 
h ro a 11 as idealist . Only hen 
you h e orked alone-when you 
ha e felt around you a black gulf of 
solitude more isolating than that 
hich surrounds the dying man, and 
in hope and in despair ha e trusted to 
your own unshaken will-then only 
will you ha e achieved. Thus only can 
you gain the secret isolated joy of the 
thinker, who knows that, a hundred 
years after he is dead and forgotten, 
men who never heard of him will be 
moving to the measure of his thought 
-the subtle rapture of a postponed 
power, which the world knows not 
because it has no external trappings, 
but which to his prophetic vision is 
more real than that which commands 
an army." 
That is intellectual greatness. . . . 
Spiritual greatness is something else 
again- and the pity of Mr. Holmes' 
life was that he did not know 
it. . . . All of which reminds us 
of Thomas Hardy's dictum that the 
history of the future will be written 
"Not as the loud have spoken 
But as the mute have thought." 
Perhaps it is after all a good thing that 
we do not recognize true greatness 
until the years have lifted the veil. ... 
It is much better to stone our prophets 
than to crown them with roses. . . . 
The roses stifle them. . . . The stones 
drive them out into the desert to think. 
I, 
Somewhere above we quoted an old 
Latin hymn of the Twelfth Century. 
Our apologies to our readers whose 
Latin may have become rusty in the 
rush of years. . .. A knowledge of 
Latin is not necessary to appreciate 
the magnificent rolling sound of the 
vowels and consonants in the stanzas 
quoted .... It may be used as an in-
teresting example of the importance 
of sound in poetry .... 
Like everyone else we have been 
watching the sullen guns and hordes 
ith ondering 
intol rable pain of 
hing dyin ci ilization as it 
ink into rut lity and b rbarism .... 
ill bre their hearts before it 
1 all over. . . . ut I am sure of one 
thing-the ecret fire lighted in 
ome an alilee 1900 years ago will 
not die. . . . ut of the shambles and 
hame that Bare against the blackness 
of our time will come a new vision of 
the eternal empire .... These anxious 
days we remember an elegy for die• 
tators published anonymously in an 
American newspaper a year or two 
ago: 
"All pageants pass: 
The little Caesars, 
With their broken swords, .. 
Ride into silence down the road of ruin, 
The streets of strutting men, 
Once scarlet with banners 
And alight with triumph's torch, 
Lie strangely still beneath a broken 
moon; 
All trophies of valor and vanity 
Now rust upon the wall, 
Or turn to dust in darkened crypts, 
And yellow grows the written page 
That told of mighty deeds. . . . 
Alas, how frail is fame, . 
And how certain is that dark procession 
Winding into eternity from time 
Where those who rode in pomp 
Slink, without voice or gesture, 
Into line and there remain 
Saluted only by the silent shadows 
That fold like black wings 
On the abyss of the forgotten. 
A legislaJor ex mines the militant and ocifero11s 
minorities in American politics-
PRESSURE GROUPS 
By ]OHN W. BOEHNE, JR. 
WHAT part do minorities or pressure groups play in the republic which the world 
knows as the United States of 
America? 
This question has been asked time 
ancl time again by those who have 
never been intimately associated with 
government. When it is asked by 
such people, it is usually based upon 
the assumption that Congress legis-
l~tes as a result of fear and intimida-
tion on the part of minorities. To a 
~reat extent this is a correct assump-
tion, and one wonders whether or 
not the result is truly representative 
~f the type of government envisioned 
Y those who set it up. On the other 
~ancl, the man who asks this question 
is probably unmindful of the fact 
that he also belongs to one of these 
:any pressure groups. His egoism, 
owever, persuades him that his pro-
posals are of necessity for the gen-
eral welfare of all. 
Minorities have their rightful 
~~ace, and, if properly directed, can 
th. of great value in our scheme of 
tngs. When they are misdirected, 
n 
however, they become a leech on the 
body politic, and if not controlled, 
may upset and destroy that which they 
supposedly hold dear. When minori-
ties endeavor to direct legislation by 
the threat of reprisals on election day, 
they not only do themselves an in-
justice but act contrary to the great 
body of people who in the end 
should dictate the policies of the gov-
ernment-the majority. 
Usually, when speaking of pres-
sure groups, one thinks solely of the 
veteran, or of labor. Although these 
two groups have not necessarily been 
more active than others, they have 
been peculiarly successful in their 
drives for legislation of particular 
benefit to themselves. It is quite un-
fair, however, to denounce these two 
minorities and their method of ac-
complishing their objectives without 
placing in the same category many 
other groups equally determined 
and equally desirous of retiring legis-
lators who do not bow to their every 
whim and fancy. Let me indicate a 
few of these minorities and some of 
their activities, and perhaps you may 
Ii 
u 
I h ve Ir dy mentione , au e 
hey seem to stand out as ty ical 
examples. The veteran of today is not 
different from the veteran of yester-
day. As a matter of fact, he took as 
his model veterans of previous war , 
and the history of our country records 
that the people have not maltreated 
the man who offered himself when 
his country needed him. W e are still 
paying pensions to dependents of 
combatants in the Mexican War and 
the Civil War. Of course, the com-
pensation to veterans of the Spanish-
American W ar still constitutes a 
sizeable sum. The amount of money 
that the government will expend for 
compensation to veterans of the 
W odd War and their dependents will 
in time reach stupendous propor-
tions ; but it must be remembered 
that there were at least twenty-five 
times as many men under arms in 
the World War as in the Spanish-
American War. The toll was more 
terrific, and the W odd War was much 
longer than the Spanish-American 
War. Yet it seems that whenever the 
veteran organizations propose new 
legislation, Congress is not only 
ready but even anxious to accede to 
their demands. There is a limit, of 
course, to what this government can 
do in rewarding even its soldiers. 
limit has been reached 
no kno, •n. renthetically, may 
y th h r is only one way to 
cur · ii that ty of expenditure in 
h future. It , ill not be done in my 
lif time, but 1 t it be said for the 
neration to come that if they 
• n to avoi and if we want to 
help them a oid, this tremendous cost 
of ension we mu t see to it, and 
they must ~ee to it, that hereafter 
nothing but wars of defense of our 
own shores are fought. 
Another minority, which has been 
extremely active but which recently 
suffered its first g reat schism, is wh~t 
is commonly termed Labor. This 
g roup in modem society has been 
particularly successful since the _ad-
vent of the present Administration. 
This has happened because of the 
plea that candidate Roosevelt made 
for the "forgotten man." Sin~Iarl~ 
enough, from the political point 0 
view, his campaign pledge for ;, 
square deal for the "forgotten ma\ 
was kept to the letter, even thoug 
many now believe that the penduluIIl 
h. has has swung too far. All t is f 
been the result of a steady growth 0• 
· d 1111· the movement of an organize 
nority which had for its ultimate 
goal not the overthrow of capitalism, ' ha~ but the attainment of a greater 5 • 
of the good things of life. In many in· 
h been stances, the pressure that as this 
levelled against legislators by d 
group has been unpardonable, ~ _ 
unless the administration of the . a 
tional Labor Relations Act is given 
over to its friends, this minority rnaY 
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find itself at the end of a limb. hen 
the storm becomes severe enou h the 
limb will break, and 1 bor ill, c. -
perience a painful set-back. Although 
this often happens to pres ure groups, 
the danger is rarely seen by their 
representatives, for, fired with the 
enthusiasm of their last convention 
of delegates and accepting each and 
all of ~he demands made by that 
convention, they reach out fo r the sake 
of their own jobs and then shoot wide 
of their mark, thereby losing the 
ad:antage that years of effort have 
gamed for the group. This is nothing 
~nusual. . May I repeat, minorities 
ave their place and exercise a most 
use~ul function, but unless they sub-
0rdmate their will to the will of the 
majority, a rough voyage is ahead. 
Th t · · a 1~ inevitable-and properly so. 
e~nhl_ 19~0 the largest group of 
P ple m this country found itself in 
the anomalous situation of being in 
sore need of help without an advocate. 
1 refer to the American farmer. Today 
we ~ave quite a number of farm or-
ganiz~tions, the major ones being the 
Athmerican Farm Bureau Federation 
eG ' th range, the Farmers Alliance and 
e Farmers Union each oste;sibly 
wok. ' 
r mg for the interest of the farmer 
fet, on nearly every occasion workin~ 
m the op ·t d. . ' . fi pos1 e 1rection. When 1t 
nally dawned upon Congress in the 
early tw t· ' t. en ies, that these organiza-
ions existed, and that there was a 
great potential voting strength in the 
~t embership of these organizations 
i sh d ' . owe an almost unprecedented 
mterest in the farmers' problem. As a 
r ult, 1 i 1 tion • pre ented, some 
of it b in vetoe and some enacted 
;vhich ome section of the country 
ndor ed, others accepted, and still 
other hated. However, since 1920, 
not the farmer, but the farm organiza-
tions ha e kept Congress in a turmoil, 
until no it is safe to as ume that after 
a farm bill is enacted into law, there 
are many member of Congress who 
sincerely doubt if the legislation is 
workable. This is due entirely to the 
fact that all these minorities have 
their own individual opinions and 
insist upon transferring these opin-
ions into law. I think it is a fair 
thing to say, although those who 
disagree will disagree violently, that 
many who represent these pressure 
groups must of necessity show re-
sults of their endeavors in order that 
their positions with these pressure 
groups remain safe and secure. 
There are other pressure groups 
which are not so well known and 
which for one reason or another do 
not possess the knack of publicizing 
themselves. One of these is the 
National Cooperative Milk Producers 
Federation. This organization is com-
ing into its own. Dairying is no 
longer confined to New York and 
Wisconsin. Other farm communities 
have discovered that dairying can be 
made profitable, and this industry is 
spreading more than most people 
would imagine. As a result, they have 
organized themselves, and coopera-
tives are springing up all over the 
United States. This group believes 
that it can secure a better price for 
h 
n ucc 
the coun ·ry, 
re now coming to the fron an 
a king for particular legi l tion af-
f ing their par icular in ustry. 
'· thers are doing it, hy should 
not we?'' A always, the ultimate 
consumer is not considered . 
An interesting sidelight, I am sure, 
is permissible here. It portrays situa-
tions which cannot be reconciled. 
Just two or three years ago, a bill 
was introduced in Congress calling 
for an excise tax on a certain oil 
imported into this country which 
could also be used in the manufacture 
of oleomargarine and soap. The farm 
lobbyists and the dairy lobbyists in-
sisted upon the imposition of this 
tax. Their argument was that, by 
increasing the price of oleomargarine, 
they could secure a greater consump-
tion of butter and possibly also a 
better price. At the same time, it was 
discovered that farmers themselves 
in thirty to forty per cent of all case~ 
investigated, were using oleomarga-
rine on their own tables and dispos-
ing of all their butter fat through the 
regular channels. 
We have other organized minori-
ties, equally insistent upon their rights 
and equally sure that the positions 
which they take on public questions 
are the only correct ones. I ref er you 
to the American Bar Association 
which stands in a very strategic posi: 
ion. It . )' littl but believes that 
iU1 it mcm r hip, should be-
rote r of the Constitu-
tion of the nit <l t tes. The various 
le i latures of th tates and the Con-
r of th nited · tates are "loaded 
down" with members of the legal 
profession, an for that reason th_is 
prof ion i very well protecte~ in 
le i lative h lls. Whenever questions 
cone rning the Constitution or the 
administration of justice are brought 
up for consideration, one can always 
depend upon the American Bar As-
sociation to project its views and 
create the impression, in a ve1 
solemn way that no other view coul 
' d. g or possibly have any legal stan _in 
show any indication of bei~~ in co:d 
sonance with American trad1t10ns a 
institutions. 1 . a 
I cite also the oldest profess10~ 
group, the American Medical Ass~oa· 
tion which has been in existence sinc_e 
' · gan1-about 1847. It is true that this or f 
zation operates through a House 
0 
Delegates but it is reasonable to as· 
' 1 td sume that this House of De eg~ 1 
has sufficient contact with the med_icad 
profession throughout the lJnt 
States so that it could, and O ten 
does exert pressure upon legislators 
' con· in Congress and States whenever 
troversial questions arise. he 
I cite the association known as _t 
National Education AssociatIO~, 
which was originally formed in 1~5 · 
The charter, which was gra?ted 1~;, 
special Act of Congress in 19. ct 
stated that the "purpose and obJe 
of said corporation shall be to elevate 
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the character, and adv, nee th in-
terest of the profes ion of t chin 
and to promote the c u e of educ -
tion in the United State ." ertainl}, 
no American citizen can obj t to 
such worthy ideals, but are we all 
cer~ain that this group doe not oc-
cas1onally use its organization for pur-
poses not enumerated in its charter? 
Is it possible that better salarie 
longer and more permanent tenure~ 
of office, more liberal retirement al-
lowances, may be lurking behind the 
objectives stated? 
~en we have other organizations 
which, in the opinion of their 
sponsors and their beneficiaries are 
or · · ' ganizattons which are more in-
tere t d · s e m the general welfare of 
the people of this country than they 
are 1 th · n eir own specific advantage. I 
refer to such . . f b . organizat10ns o usmess 
as the United States Chamber of 
Commerce, the National Association 
~f ~anufacturers, the United States 
ariff League, and others who when 
prop · · • ' ' osittons arise which may affect 
them adve I · · . rse y, rrse up m holy horror t ?PP0sition to such "un-American" 
elgtslation, but who at the same time 
p e d ' ' S a to the Congress of the United 
tates for added protection for the 
so-called "· f ,, • . . 
th m ant mdustnes m order at th ' 
labor e products of cheap foreign 
th. may not enter the ports of 
ts country. The added protection 
granted II th ' usua y enters the coffers of 
f
e corporation and not the pockets 
0 labo I r. t must be said that there 
:~~~ h~s been a lobby in Washington 
ts so thoroughly acquainted 
"ith and rea y 
ith r it a the 
le ,j I tivc rep re ent ti ·e ( formerly 
c. 11 Jobbyi t , of busine big and 
little. is i not a condemn tion, 
and it may well be said that they al o 
t ke the osition-"Others do it, 
hy not e ? e must be here to 
protect our interest , ju t as labor, 
ju t as the farmer, and just as every 
other organized minority. We must 
defend ourselve against the en-
croachment of groups hostile to our 
interests.'· 
Almost ad in finitttm one could go 
in portraying these pressure groups 
who are always on the job the day 
Congress convenes and remain until 
the day Congress adjourns. Organ-
ized minorities are entirely proper as 
long as they do not over-reach them-
selves. When they do that, however, 
they create a condition contrary to 
that which you and I believe should 
obtain in our legislative democracy, 
namely, that it must remain a melting 
pot of the opinions and ideas of one 
hundred and thirty million people, 
with the composite resultant to be 
administered by a legislature of their 
own choosing. Dictators come into 
being when the people are no longer 
vitally interested in the affairs of their 
government and lackadaisically per-
mit the selfishness of greedy minori-
ties to exercise full sway. Human 
nature is such that, in an unguarded 
moment it can be woven as a ball of 
yarn or ~olded as day. Beware of him 
who promises everything, because he 
usually produces chaos. 
THE 
ALEMBIC 
By THEODORE GRAEBNER 
"The world cares little for any-
thing a man has to utter that 
has not previously been dis-
tilled in the alembic of his 
life." 
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil 
~ The Mauve Decade. Gener-
ally known as the Gay Nineties. 
They called it also fin de siecle. End 
of the century-it had an audacious 
ring about it, not as wicked as the 
"After us the deluge!" of the Court 
of Louis of France before the revolu-
tion, but like the favorite shade of 
women's dresses, and the air of Sobra 
Las Olas, suggestive of a gay and 
carefree daring, the challenge of a 
new century just at the door. 
No doubt most of my twenty-
ould be moved to 
•h t broadly if they 
to the mauve 
e strange, bulb-
among the fully 
d-up ntl r sex, and they 
woul ec the men wearing detach-
ble roun cuffs. We used to have 
leather boxe the size of a No. 2 
tomato can in our travelling equip· 
ment for them. But never mind, ~he 
inetie were a good age to be ahve 
in. There ha not been any as good 
smce. 
It gave us three of the greate5t 
thrills that have come to three gen· 
erations of mortals. It gave us the 
discovery of radium. It gave us the ' 
motion picture. And it gave us the 
automobile. 
Do you know that there was a 
time when everybody in the Unite~ 
States that wanted a job had on~-
I had a charge of 1200 souls on t e 
West side of Chicago, and every 
child of sixteen and above, and evt 
adult that could use his limbs, ha_ a 
job. It was not a question of loo~ng 
f k . 1 question or wor . It was s1mp y a . h 
of celebrating one's sixteent? bt~~-
day. Can you imagine anything ld': 
that? It was the decade of the Wor . 
Exposition at Chicago. The St. Louts 
Exposition ten years later was grea:r 
and more comprehensive, but . e 
world has not since seen anyth1~ 
approaching the White City on t e 
Lake Front. th t 
Then we had another decade . a 
seemed to realize for us everythindg . e 
the end of the century had promts · 
18 
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In came the flying machine (you c n 
recognize us old fellows by th y 
we still spell it when off our guard-
aeroplane), and in came the radio. 
!t was then wireless telegraphy, and 
it created new bonds for civilization 
new and strong links in the brothe/ 
hood of nations. 
I was in Europe during the dawn 
of the new century, an unforgettable 
tour of the Continent and Engl nd. 
Do you realize that there was a time 
~hen you needed no passports, no 
visas, nothing to identify you to cash 
traveller's checks; when one could 
pass international boundaries without 
so much as a glance of the guards at 
o~e· s baggage? When the languages 
might change, and physiognomies, 
but the same buoyant spirit was prev-
alent everywhere? Never since have 
th k' · e s ies agam laughed as in that 
recent yet so distant age from which 
re 11 • ' _co_ ecttons now come to me through 
diaries and bundles of letters that 
sound as strange a melody as the 
b_ells that ring in Vineta the sunken 
city of the Sea. You have'no idea how 
carefree . 
we were, how little there 
was to worry about. Like Horner' s 
des · f 
f 
cnp ion of Olympus the dwelling 
o th h. ' . . e 1gh gods: "The calm ether 
~s Without a cloud and a golden light 
is poured out over all." (Odyssey 
VI, 44.) 
I thought of those things when 
returnin h f . th g ome a ter a gathering of 
in e Contemporary Club in St. Louis, 
I( March, when we met Alexander 
erensky. What he said (in very 
good English) was an echo of the 
r m rk of Lord rey ·hen he re-
turn d home from a council of ·ar 
on the morning of Augu t 2, 191 
hen hostilities h d been declared by 
Ru sia: "These lights (pointing to 
the street lantern will go out on a 
odd hich e shall ne er see 
again." Kerensky's words were: "The 
W odd ar made an end of an eco-
nomic system. It was a war that was 
to destroy every possibility of 
despotism in the world. It was a war 
that destroyed the sense of the value 
of human life. It produced Lenin, 
and Lenin is the father of all Dic-
tatorships." You remember, probably, 
that this Alexander Kerensky was the 
head of the Russian Government after 
the fall of Tsardorn and until the 
Bolshevik Revolution swept him 
away. He shocked his audience that 
evening at the Coronado Hotel with 
his deep pessimism regarding the fu-
ture. Things are terrible now, they 
will become worse. "We have dicta-
torships that threaten democracy in 
Europe and America, three dictator-
ships grown out of war, living on 
preparations for war, and inevitably 
headed for war-class war preached 
by Stalin, race war by Hitler, and im-
perialistic war by Mussolini. And 
your isolation is no longer a guarantee 
of security." 
Come to think of it, we had our 
war in the Mauve Decade. Remem-
ber the Maine ?-and remember the 
words of Admiral Schley in Santiago 
harbor, when our navy had scored on 
the flag ship of Admiral Cervera: 





' n in th orl r. o only 
·ere bomb r m nt from the ir r -
to military obj tiv , b t 
a i or never fir 
drop ing lo e rth ith a arachute; 
and when a flier wa hot do n the 
victorious aviator ould drop a note 
inside the enemy's line that told the 
news of his adversary's fate. Today 
young ussolini boasts of the artis-
tic thrill he felt when dropping 
bombs on the Ethiopian villages, and 
Japanese fliers turn their machine 
guns on Chinese pilots who have 
taken to parachutes. I wonder how 
far Alexander Kerensky is able to 
judge of the developments awaiting 
us. When he finished his lecture at 
the Coronado, his face was pallid and 
had a drawn look not due to ex-
haustion, and those dark eyes, which 
had looked death in the face in the 
Bolshevist Revolution, seemed to 
peer into some new, strange horror. 
• Foremost Poultry Educator 
Speaks. So tempting was the adver-
tisement of a correspondence insti-
tute in Washington, D.C., that I 
was inclined to make the small 
monthly payments totaling $72.50. 
Is not the Institute President, who, 
by the way, is described as "The 
Foremost Poultry Educator," person-
ally superintending the progress of 
every student? And is there not a 
serious shortage in trained poultry 
m n ri h n w? Ar not large opera-
, n no I d to pay $35 to 
w - or more? 
v rti m nt opened my eyes 
o ibilitie of the correspond-
nee chool id . ost of these in-
titution eem to have their head-
quar er in Wahington, D.C. Here 
is one that help you to raise your 
oice if raising poultry seems too 
t me and in addition will help you 
build up a "Radio Personality:" 
raduates with limited success will 
have to be contented, the school 
frankly admits, with $3,000 to 
15,000 a year, but those who be-
come "Stars" will earn from $50,000 
to 100,000. The contract calls for 
5 5 in fees. It also guarantees efli· 
ciency in Singing, Publicity, Hurnor, 
and Dramatics. 
Of course, the real he-man ';ill b~ 
satisfied neither with the feeding 0 
chickens nor with impersonating Joe 
Penner. He wants a life of "Thril~~i 
Romance, and Rewards" and he wi 
get it by becoming a fingerprint ex· 
Pert. Here is an institution that has . a 
helped one of its students receive 
$10,000 reward for solving the rnys· 
tery of the Hammond bank bandi~s, 
before he even finished his course in 
crime detection. Only fourteen $5._00 
payments will turn the trick and giv.~ 
you a chance for the "Big Money 
besides bringing embezzlers, highway 
men, and kidnappers to justice. t 
One of these outfits was put 0; 
of business a few years ago by t e 
Federal Trade Commission. This con· 
cern had sensed the need of giving 
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voice training by the silent metho . 
No longer any anonymous 1 tt r 
from infuriated neighbor or thump-
ing with a broom handle on the 
floor above. You take your exerci e 
silently in front of a mirror accord-
ing to directions received by mail. 
The F.T.C. took a hand when the 
promoters advertised that they could 
improve anyone's voice by strength-
~ntng his "hypo-glossus" muscle, as 
it was found that this muscle "had 
nothing whatsoever to do with voice 
ancl tone production and was simply 
one of the large group of swallowing 
muscles." But for one school that runs 
foul of the law ten others seem to fl . , 
ounsh on the mail order market 
particula~ly by offering aids to th; 
preservation or restoration of health 
-cancer cures, miraculous reducin~ 
creams, nerve foods vitality restorers 
and k.d ' ' 1 ney pills. It is all a matter of 
psychology and a rich English vo-
~abulary. Where the English language 
oes not stand the strain the resources 
f
of Greek and Latin are drawn upon 
or cl · . esignations that defy all laws of 
philo!ogy-"Pedopractic,'' ''Chiro-
practic,'' "Naturopath" and what 
not. ' 
Th· · 
f is is not a general indictment 
0 the correspondence school idea. I 
am told that one may indeed take 
correspond . , ence courses m law, pass 
ones bar · · exammatton and become a 
practicing tt . C a orney. The Nat10nal 
horrespondence Schools of Scranton ave · 
given a start to many of their 
more g·ft cl 1 e students But the gen-eral · 
run of correspondence schools, 
I a.m con ince , ith their money-
back a r ement , are a delu ion and 
fr ud, a hited sepulchre and a 
hollow mockery. The fun begins 
hen the student tops sending his 
in t llments. Letters start to pour in 
from the Educational Director, Cash-
ier, Credit Dept., Legal Dept., and 
the President himself. Dunning let-
ter , notices, final notices, legal look-
ing papers with big red seals follow. 
If they do not work, the postman is 
kept busy delivering letters from 
Collecting Agencies or Adjusting As-
sociations. I have advised more than 
one young fellow whose nerves were 
cracking under the strain and who got 
his first good night's rest again by 
chucking the entire folder into the 
waste basket. 
As a matter of fact, some of these 
courses register below zero. It has 
happened that out of 1,081 competi-
tors in a Forest Ranger Examination 
675 did not have the benefit of cor-
respondence school instruction and 
that 189 of their number passed the 
examination, while out of 3 3 7 who 
did take such a course only 18 passed. 
Possibly the high-water mark was 
reached some years ago by the "Ori-
ental University," -located in Wash-
ington, D.C., of course. When the 
Government took hold it was dis-
covered that instruction, by mail mind 
you, was given in such courses as hair 
cutting, plumbing, and window wash-
ing, also a special course for traffic 
cops. Gas meter inspectors pulled 
down 95 per cent averages in zoology, 
medieval history, and higher algebra. 
Ii 
* * * 
On the Art of Writing 
ere named. 
r aret Allen, 
. hefferman, 
There be some that deem the office of a writer to be an easy 
and trivial office; but to ride in armor, to endure heat, cold, 
dust, thirst, and other inconvenience, they think to be laborious. 
Yea! that is the old, vulgar, daily tune; that no one sees where 
the shoe pinches another. True it is, it would be difficult for 
me to ride in armor ; but then, on the other hand, I would like 
to see the rider who would sit me still the whole day long and 
look into a book, though he were not compelled to care for 
aught, to invent or think or read. Ask a chancery clerk, a 
preacher or an orator, what kind of work writing and 
haranguing is? Ask a schoolmaster what kind of work is teach-
ing and bringing up of boys? The pen is light, it is true, and 
among all trades no tool so easily furnished as that of the 
writing trade, for it needeth only a goose's wing, of which one 
shall everywhere find a sufficiency, gratis. Nevertheless, in this 
employment, the best piece of the human body (as the head) 
and the noblest member ( as the tongue) and the highest work 
( as speech) must take part and labor most; while, in others, 
either the fist or the feet or the back, or members of that class 
alone, work; and they that pursue them may sing merrily the 
while, and jest freely, which a writer cannot do. Three fingers 
do the work ( so they say of writers), but the whole body and 
soul must cooperate.-MARTIN LUTHER. 
Th ,. t G rn 11 
Ch1'i ti 11 point of ,,; 
posit J appe . . 
CHRIST or WOT A 
By ]OHN MINTERN 
A~EW years ago, during a train Journey of several hours, my attention was directed to an 
old gentl~man, apparently a foreigner 
and. o.bv1ously very much agitated. 
Realizing that he might be in some 
distress o.r sorrow, I ventured to ap-
~roach him and to begin a conversa-
tion. He soon revealed that this was 
his first ride on an American train 
aud that he had very recently com; 
from Berlin, which, for forty years 
had been the family home. He was a 
graduate of the Sorbonne a doctor of 
philosophy, an author wh~ specialized 
ind · · ~srnpttons of the natural beauties, 
P~rticularly of the Scandinavian coun-
tries wh ul . f . ' ose r ers were h1s personal 
nen?s and at whose palaces he had 
occasionally stayed during his regular 
summ .. 
er v1s1ts to these countries over 
; period of sixteen years. I can never 
tget the anguish of soul and the 
f
ismay of heart with which he spoke 
o th "N 
1 e ew Germany" -the ruth-
e~s crushing of individualism the 
mighty · ' 
h' Juggernaut of propaganda 
w tch had gone forth to level or to 
destroy, the heartless elimination of 
opposition- all the old sordid details 
which always go to make up the 
death-scene when personal liberty is 
being killed. 
My informant, it is true, was not 
unbiased. He loved his home and his 
country too ardently. His loss had 
been too real and too personal. His 
suffering and his anxiety had touched 
his soul too keenly. His memory was 
too fresh, and the scenes he had now 
forever left behind were still too 
vivid. And he was not calm, nor 
could he discuss the loss of his home 
and of his liberty objectively. He was 
over seventy years old. The past and 
the present were tremendously im-
portant, and there was for him no 
mitigation of sorrow in the forward 
look. For these reasons, perhaps, his 
testimony is of questionable value, 
and the shocking scenes which he had 
recently witnessed in his fatherland 
were viewed, it may be, too subjec-
tively, and were now described with 
too deep a feeling of personal loss to 
carry much weight for me in formin~ 
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The New Germany 
Many of the details of this conver-
sation have been forgotten. This is 
perhaps fortunate. One expression of 
the venerable gentleman, however, 
has remained hauntingly with me. He 
characterized Naziism as "eine Enthir-
nung des Deutschen Yolks." Some-
how the two years which have now 
passed have deepened in me the first 
startling impression of these words. 
There does seem to be something 
brainless, something bewilderingly in-
sane about it all as we see it develop 
-this cult of Blood and Soil with a 
Rosenberg and a Darre as its high 
hum n ings its sacri-
rmany has the right 
o ubmi to n •· · nthirnung" with-
ou c llin u in for consultation. We 
h ·e no int r t in selecting a form 
of ov rnment for the German peo-
ple. e fought once to make the 
world fe for emocracy with results 
eci dly do not encourage a 
econ attempt. or can we beco?:e 
ery much excited over Austria s 
Anschlus if Anschluss is really what 
the majority of Austrians want._ ~is 
does not imply a lack of appreciation 
of the threats to the peace of Europe 
which are implicit in the fur~~er 
spread and strengthening of Nazusm 
with its provocative exaltation of race 
and nation. If N aziism held no other 
dangers than these, we might tremble 
a little more nervously for the peace 
of Europe and of the world, but we 
could not question the right of Ger· 
many to determine its form of go~~ 
ernment and its future, however a 
horrent these might seem to us. ~-e 
mere fact that Germany is a tota 1• 
tarian state does not stir us to violent 
opposition. We can accept th~s fad 
with a reasoned equanimity, 1£ not 
with emotional indifference. 
The "New Germany," however, 
advocates principles which are not_ a 
matter of indifference to the ChnSd 
tian. A government, it is true, nee 
not be Christian to serve its purpose 
or to merit our approval and su~po~~ 
That the government of Hitler 1s n 
Christian does not disturb us, but 
that it is anti-Christian distresses us. 
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It is a fact that Article 2 i of the 
Nazi Party program de !ares that 
"the Party as such repre ent the 
st~ndpoint of positi e hristi. nity 
without binding itself confe ionally 
to a particular faith." More than that 
the party regards itself as the de~ 
fen~~r an~ protector of Christianity, 
for m gammg our victory over Bol-
shevism we overcome at the ame 
time the enemy that combated Chris-
tianity and the Christian churches and 
~hreatened to destroy them." ( Quoted 
m the Letter of the Evangelical 
Church submitted to Hitler in June 
1936•) It is likewise true that at the 
pa.rty rally on September 11,' 1935, 
Hitler . himself affirmed : ''The party 
never intended and does not intend 
today to combat Christianity in Ger-
man · Y m any way whatever. On the 
contrary, it has endeavored to create 
a W~at Evangelical Reich Church by 
uniting im 'bl p . h poss1 e rotestant national 
c urches and without meddling in 




ln its letter to Hitler the Evangeli-
ca Ch ch 
t ur , however, lists seven en-ac tnents of th . . e government as inter-
ventions · · · . . m its internal structure and 
1n its r · · 
d. . re igious life, and cites .five ad-1tional t d' .d ac s 1rected against indi-vi ual cl 
rn ergy. Of course, the govern-ent d 
· oes not concede that these 
tnterf eren . 
ces m church matters are really · f 
th .. inter ~r~nces. The preamble to 
e Reconciliation'' law of Septem-
r 2 , 19 5, de cribe th m as " erv-
ice rcn ered by the tate to the 
hurch." In ie of the evidence 
hi the letter of the E angelical 
hur h pre ents, the sophistry of thi 
interpretation is too apparent to re-
quire further comment. That the 
oman Catholic Church, too, is dis-
turbed by the anti-Christian attitude 
of the azi government, is abundantly 
e ident from the Encyclical of the 
Pope addressed, on March 14, 1937, 
to the archbishops and bishops of 
Germany. 
There is, accordingly, an unfortu-
nate lag between the theories of re-
ligious tolerance which are proclaimed 
by the party program and by some of 
its leaders, and the practice of the 
Nazi government. The official pro-
nouncements of both the Evangelical 
and the Roman Catholic churches 
contain, it seems to me, more than 
sufficient evidence to establish the fact 
of the government's opposition to 
Christianity. The identification of 
Naziism with "positive Christianity," 
as it is set forth by Goebbels, Goering, 
and Kerrl, and the open hostility to 
Christianity of Rosenberg, Ley, von 
Schirach, are further indications of the 
same fact. "Swastika versus Cross" is 
no longer a possibility in Germany. 
It is a tragic truth. 
Nor is it at all strange that it is so. 
This conflict had to come. It was 
simply inevitable. Its causes are in 
the very roots of National Socialism. 
Many of the principles which go to 
make up the Nazi Weltanschauung 
clash directly with Christianity. "The 
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con ·iction th t on h s the ri h to 
m ·e e of e · n the most brutal 
force" . !ein ampf) is certainly 
an anti-Christian conviction. Anti-
hri tian is also the sentiment that · • 
nation that wishes to be great has 
the right lo all the land which may 
be necessary for it. This right is 
transformed into a duty when the 
extension of its territory becomes a 
necessary condition for its existence." 
(Mein Kampf.) Incompatible with 
Christianity is the Nazi legal-political 
principle that "right is what serves 
the people ; wrong what is detrimental 
to them." (Dr. Barth, chief of the 
department for legal policy in the 
Nazi party, in an essay read before 
the juridical Congress at Leipzig, 
1936.) That the preaching and the 
practice of race hatred clashes with 
Christianity is self-evident. A Welt-
anschauung which cannot reach be-
yond a national and racial god is in 
direct conflict with the catholicity of 
Christianity and its belief that Christ 
died for all men. The glorification of 
war and combat and force is the 
antithesis of the religion of peace 
and love and meekness. The cult of 
Blood and Soil is the negation of the 
worship of Christ. Dr. Dibelius in 
March, 193 7, stated the issue reveal-
ingly in his open letter to Minister 
Kerrl when he wrote: "Let me ask 
you one question, Herr Reichsminis-
ter. If, in the morning's religious 
instruction, the children are told that 
the Bible is God's Word that speaks 
to us in the Old and New Testaments 
and when, in the af temoon, young 
S T 
co 1 h e to memorize: 'Which is 
our Bible? ur ible is Hitler's Mein 
Kampf,' ho is to change his doc-
trine here? This is the decisive point." 
Swastika and Cross 
To demonstrate the antagonism to 
Christianity which Naziism engenders 
it is not necessary, in addition to ~11 
this, to refer to the German Faith 
Movement which explicitly affirm~, 
"The Cross must fall if Germany 15 
to live," to the Nazi leaders promi-
nent in the German neo-pagan move-
ment, or to the persecution and 
farcical trial of Martin Niemoeller. 
Christianity and Naziism are in fn· 
evitable conflict. It is either Swastika 
or Cross. It cannot much longer be 
both in Germany. . 
If Christi~nity is the one institu· 
tion in Germany which has not _ret 
been brought into complete subJeC· 
tion to Naziism, it seems safe to con· 
elude that this fact cannot be at· 
tributed to the toleration of Naziism 
or to its compatibility with Chris· 
tianity, but rather to the pressure of 
world opinion and to the pow~r 
which the Cross still exerts even in 
the "New Germany." Every gain in 
Nazi strength and power makes the 
future of Christianity in Germany 5~ 
much darker. The continued an 
growing success of N aziism is n_ot 
likely to bring about a change in its 
basic principles. Without such a 
change it will continue to be the an· 
tithesis of Christianity and a constant 
threat to its free exercise in GermanY• 
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The leaders of Christianity in Ger-
many are facing most critical decisions. 
Only the crassest materialism can 
?lind us to the fact that beyond the 
improvements in economic and soci 1 
conditions, the building activity and 
the more than 600 miles of super 
highways already completed, the res-
toration to a place of influence among 
the nations, lies the tragic truth that 
all of these and other undeniable 
material gains, as impressive as they 
may appear, are likely, after all, to be 
only the mess of pottage for which 
Germany will sell her soul by forfeit-
ing her Christianity. 
* * * 
The Provincial Mind 
. "It is the very mark of the provincial mind that it thinks 
its own village is the whole world. The provincial of today 
knows, so widely has education spread, that there actually are 
other places. But he has no mental measure for them. He can 
imagine nothing beyond the level of Muddleton: to that level 
everything is scaled down. Talk to your provincial of Shake-
speare and the glory of great poetry, and he mentions that his 
daughter writes a bit of verse ( some of it got printed in the 
local paper) ; talk to him of Mozart and the glory of great 
~usic, and he tells you that the minister's wife played the 
piano at the last Church social; talk to him of Helen of Troy 
and he is reminded that the girl at the drug store is a bit 
flighty. Just as he measures the grandeur of things by what 
he has experienced in Muddleton, so he measures their possi-
bility: what has not happened there, cannot happen. And 
Muddleton is not necessarily a village: it is a state of mind. 
Talk to your provincial of a Virgin Birth and he disposes 
of the matter very simply: there's never been one in Muddle-
~on. . . . Village, small town, metropolis-yokel, captain of 
industry, scientist-provincialism is everywhere and in all men 
the same defect: they live happily complacent within the hori-
zon of their own experience, and by its meagerness they meas-
ure all reality. From provincialism, good Lord deliver us."-
From Sheed & Ward Book Catalogue, Volume Six, Number 
One. 
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Dro11th T le 
I 
And so en s ay. 
And so it began, 
ith locust and lilacs. 
o day 
Came twice in May. 
Each ray 
From every star was new, 
And blades 
Of grass were nearer blue, 
And shades 
Of flowers' sombre hue 
That man had never met before. 
The lilacs came 
And went, and locusts far outgrew 
The lilacs' fame; 
And while we breathed there blew 
A breath too sweet to name 
From yellow buds to us by angels borne. 
II 
For God had seen a seeker lost on earth, 
Who could not dig out faith, nor truth or mirth. 
And God said: I will wake again man's sphere 
And take My hand to set things right this year. 
Let cooler breezes blow, new songs be sung, 
And brighter stars in blacker skies be hung. 
Let Us fill his cup unto the brim. 
Let Us send an angel down to him. 
This a ay. 
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III 
This the seeker found 
Day after day. 
And soon became a sin er, 
And wrapt his on and dreams around 
Into a lace about hi finger. 
Drank of mirth, too deep, 
Held his arms too high into the breeze 
Until God decreed, to make him weep: 
IV 
Roses, give your colors back. Roses, rust. 
Moon, descend into the hills and turn to dust. 
Weary winds, blow on. Blow, blow, blow! 
Hearts, be hard, and sad; sun, be slow, slow, slow. 
Wither all the lilacs, dry the locust up; 
Angel, let him find thee not, leave a drained cup, 
V 
Father, he sees Thee now. 
There, on a brown, bare hill, 
We see him bow. 
Theory 
WALTER A. MUELLER 
Oh God, it is not sorrow breaks a heart, 
But this singing joy of things 
That breaks the starry peace of it apart, 
And scatters tears against its wings ! 
HELEN MYRTIS LANGE 
29 
y ov r orking our hackles. 
t ke the time to peep into 
h 11 i o er, I believe, 
rls h ve always had their 
hall we call them para-
and th n these curious 
hangers-on }most suc~eed in obliter-
ating the life-giving substances on 
hich they feed; but if we ar.e 
k 
minded to be fair we must admit M . C Ma er that the parasites of music sometimes 
manage to pump new and valuable 
By w ALTER A. HANSEN ideas into the body of their host. 
For this very reason, we should 
think twice before we take it upon 
Some Thought Is Given To Jazz And ourselves to condemn each and every 
To One Of Its High Priests bit of jazz out of hand. We may 
abhor the sickening monotony with 
which it so blatantly torments the 
atmosphere about us; we may turn on 
our heels in utter disgust when ~e 
h Jazz is no shrinking violet. It has observe how often and how brazen Y 
•· blared, crooned, thumped, and it resorts to downright pilfering; we 
whinnied its way into the hearts of may writhe in agony when we he~r 
millions of our fell ow men. Endowed how cruelly and how shamelessly it !d's 
with more lives than the toughest transmogrifies some of the wor 
b nau-tomcat, it continues to caterwaul, greatest melodies; we may e 
shriek and blubber, to howl, screech seated by its frequent dependence on 
and snivel, to caress, cajole and be- flippancy, banality, and vulgarity: bu~ 
guile. For many years, staunch op- we dare not forget that it has evol~e 
ponents have been foretelling an early more than one clever and effective 
end of its high-powered career; but device in the vast field of harmot 
jazz goes whirling on. We may tear color-mixtures and instrumental Y 
our hair, stuff our ears, and spew out namics. Yes, there have been a f::e 
our denunciations until the cows come grains of good wheat a~ong bas 
trudging home; but it seems as numberless tares. Even Jazz 
though we shall never be able to spawned some helpful things. to 
drive the uproariously sturdy creature Let us devote a few moments 
out of existence. the consideration of a man who wa: 
What shall we do? Above all, let one of the stalwart standard-bearer 
us stop worrying. We can accomplish of jazz. 
30 
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To dismiss each and ev ry one of 
the achievements of the l te cor e 
Gershwin with a disdainful hru of 
the shoulders would be the h ight of 
asininity. It would be equally ra h to 
declare at this time that he a a 
great composer. We are not yet able 
accurately to measure either the orth 
or the influence of all the music that 
came from his facile and fast-working 
pen. 
It is true that Gershwin was one of 
the high priests of jazz; but if we go 
no farther than this in our evaluation 
?f hi~ accomplishments, we are do-
mg him a gross injustice. He was a 
melodist of uncommon ability. Much 
of what he wrote went far beyond the 
idle p~attle and the more or less deftly 
organized noise of the many tune-
t' k m ers whose slapdash output is here 
~oday. and ~one tomorrow. He was 
oth industrious and prolific· but we 
cl ' ~re not forget that he was endowed 
with a remarkable gift. A large 
amount of what he composed may 
eventually be looked upon as hack 
work pure and simple · yet a man 
wh ' 
. 0 .could give to the world as fas-
cinating a composition as the Rhap-
sody in Blue must have been infinitely 
more than a mere flash in the pan. 
Must we be grateful or sorry that 
Ger h · 5 wm was not steeped in the 
m . 1 
usica lore of the ages ? Would a 
th0rough knowledge of all the ins 
and outs of harmony, form and 
c?unterpoint have cramped his dis-
~in~tive style of writing? Would an 
intimate · • k f acquaintance with the wor s 
0 those composers who are today 
call d the gr t ma t ·r h ve induce 
chew the idiom ·hich he 
ith uch extraordinary ef-
f ecti eness? ho can tell? At any 
rate, er h in as true to hi own 
con iction , faithful to his o n pre-
dilections and, lest we forget, a high-
ly successful friend of his wallet. H ad 
he undertaken to give us music of a 
different type, he might have been a 
nobody among thousands of other 
nobodies. By clinging tenaciously to 
what he knew and loved best, he be-
came an influential, idolized, and pros-
perous leader in the field into which 
he was thrust by the circumstances 
of his life. Only time can tell us 
whether any portion of what he de-
vised and achieved either has been 
or will be lastingly carried over into 
other departments of the far-flung 
domain of the tonal art. 
An Expert Entertainer 
h Even those who h~ve little or n_o 
II · liking for the kmd of music 
written by Gershwin must admit that 
he gave entertainment to many thou-
sands. It has been said that his works 
are saturated with the spirit of his 
native country-the spirit of speed, 
power, action, and progress, the spirit 
of fast trains, automobiles, airplanes, 
skysnapers, and night clubs. Eulo~ies 
written since his untimely passing 
bristle with statements to the effect 
that his music is unmistakably repre-
sentative of the thoughts and the do-
ings of a large portion of the pe~ple 
of the United States. But assertions 
, n rpri in 
in youn m n moul e an 1 10m i -
in i ely hi o ·n-an idiom which 
·en the devcre t tune-maker would 
find it difficult to counterfeit. In spite 
of all hi supposed borrowing , 
ershwin sometimes revealed no 
mall amount of originality. The fact 
that he was not comprehensively 
versed in the mechanic of composi-
tion made it necessary for him to 
rely largely on his own devices and 
on his own resources. 
If Gershwin is destined to go down 
in history as a potently influential 
force in music and as something more 
than an interesting phenomenon of 
the early part of the twentieth cen-
tury, it will, in all likelihood, not 
be because Walter D amrosch com-
missioned him to write the somewhat 
amorphic, chaotic, and immature Con-
certo in F. Neither, as this com-
mentator sees it, will it be because 
of that curious concatenation of tunes 
chords, and inanities, called A~ 
American in Paris. 
I well remember that, after the 
Concerto had been performed for the 
first time in New York, the astute 
Lawrence Gilman said about its com-
poser that "in achieving respectability, 
he has also achieved conventionality." 
And I recall that, after Mr. Damrosch 
had brought out the one-time song 
plugger's An American in Paris, 
•ho c incisive writ-
n mu ici::ms used to 
h of th now defunct 
ork Et ning JF orld, held 
follo s: " ith a subject-
m tter of tun nai e to the point of 
childi hn and \: ith a harmonic 
ti ue rar Iy xcecding the alphab~t 
of that science, An American in Pam 
might enrapture a movie audience or 
a night club, but proved an impudent 
intruder upon Franck and Wagner 
into whose company Mr. Damrosch 
had the hardihood to invite the 
Orpheus of the Big Stem." Aft~r I 
had heard the work for the first time, 
I could not resist the urge to ref,~r 
to it in a newspaper review as a 
mass of drivel." 
Perhaps even as captivating a_ score 
as Of Thee I Sing will not win f?r 
Gershwin a place of prominence in 
the annals of the tonal art. Some of 
us believe that the resourceful comf 
poser was at his best in portio~s :f 
the Rhapsody in Blue and that bits 
' h. art Porgy and Bess showed that is 
had begun to have an appeal and a 
meaning fraught with the power to . zz 
please many of those who loathe Ja 
and its characteristically monotonous 
rhythm, even as they would loathe the 
discomfort and the pain occasioned by 
an obstreperous gall bladder. 
A Word About Borrowing 
h It has been intimated that Gersh· 
• · win was a borrower. Some con:· 
d · their mentators are more restraine 10 like 
language and prefer to use a term 
( Continued on page 41) 
Courtesy f h 
Watters A tGe Trustees of the 
rt allery, Baltimore 
1
6he head of Christ shown above is a fine example of th e-ea t'f l . 
I .u 
1 u stone work of the thirteenth century in France. 
t is f 11 . h . u size and shows great strength even thoug it ap-
~ears to differ from the conventional conceptions of the 
tune v~ry sharply. This is a very fitting head for the Christ 
ascending · h · · d . · 1 " 11 · . mto eaven and tellmg H1s isop es a power 
is given unto Me in heaven and in earth ." 
Cresset Photo 
The Houses of Parliament in Ottawa are a credit to our 
friendly neighbor on the North and a joy to every Jover_ of 
fine buildings. After the great fire of 1917 these noble build· 
ings were rebuilt in finer and more lasting fashion . T wenty 
years have been needed to bring the work to its prese~t 
stage and there is a great deal still to be done. This maje~tic 
portal shows some of the symbolic and imposing carving 
which makes this building one of the great buildings of the 
New World. 
From "The Memorial Chamber" 
W·h· 
it 10 the Peace Tower over the Portal shown on the opp . , 
b osite page, is the Chamber of Remembrance. In a cham-
er, about the size of a large living room, there are brought 
t~gether more symbols more exquisite carvings, more stained iv~: and sel:cted ston~ than in any place we _hav~ e_ver_ seen. 
th Y Canadian regiment is represented by its msigma, on 
1~ Walls are the stories of their heroic achievements, on the 
;h ar r~sts a book in which are written the names of more 
)Ian s_l}cty-six thousand of Canada's war-dead-and over it a this ·1· · l · to .. cei mg-"music and fine lace frozen mto astmg 
d ~e. The carving was done by Ira Lake according to the 
esigns of John A. Pearson, F.R.I.B.A ., F.R.A.I.C. 
From ' 'The Memoi ial Chamber'' 
Out of the many panels in the Chamber of Remembrance 
this one has been selected because of its appropriateness for 
Memorial Day. In its noble simplicity it comes nearer to 
saying about the Great War what many another has failed 
to say in long speeches, even though it still reflects the 
near-adoration with which soldiering was viewed in the 
immediate after-war glow. 
~utesy of the Trustees of the 
a ters Art Gallery, Baltimore 
~hen Byzantium became the chief city of the Roman Em-
pire after 330 A .D. the early Christian art changed to a 
combination of the old forms with the classic. "The Church, 
now free and all-powerful, could rejoice and portray the 
Creed without fear of persecution." 
This Cross from the sixth century was found near Antioch 
~nd, undoubtedly, represents a very early form of this sym-
ol for the altar. It is to be noted that it is inscribed but 
carries no corpus. 
Courtesy of the Trustees of the 
Walters Art Gallery. Baltimore 
This bookcover is of French origin-from the town of 
Limoges about the thirteenth century. This west-central 
French town has been famous for centuries for its beautiful 
enamelling. This art has seen a great revival in the nine-
teenth century. The long traditions of the process are said to 
date back to the days when St. Martial brought Christianity 
to this ancient city. The great cathedral, begun in 1273 and 
finished in 1890, undoubtedly furnished great inspiration to 
all the city's craftsmen. 
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(Continued from page 32) 
"absorber." At all \' nt it i \: i 
to bear in mind that tu~e-d t ctin 
c~n be a dangerous thing. y friend 
S~gmund Spaeth, for e ample, ha 
given the third degree to melo<lie of 
m~ny kinds and of many intag . 
With the aid of a cleverly manipu-
lated imagination and a igorou ly 
~pplied rubber hose, he has succeeded 
m wringing out confession after con-
fession: but is the noted sleuth con-
vinced in his heart of hearts that all 
the pedigrees he has manufactured 
are incontrovertibly authentic? 
It is difficult to believe that one of 
tbe most popular portions of the 
~hapsody in Bltte did not have 
its origin in one of the themes of 
Brahms' Third Symphony, and there 
are parts of the Concerto in F which 
ar~ strikingly reminiscent of the 
~ird movement of Rachmaninoff's 
Piano Concerto in C Minor. Must 
these s· ·1 · · . im1 arities mduce us to shout 
from the housetops that Gershwin 
wa; an unabashed plagiarist? 
hall we accuse the late composer 
of h' h A . ig way robbery because in the 
gitato and in the Allegro of Ernest 
Bloch' Q · (V' s umtet for Piano and Strings 
. tctor Album M-191) we have ac-
c~dentally discovered the first phrase 
; It Ain't Necessarily So from 
;rgy and Bess? It is entirely possible 
Btt ?ershwin himself never heard 
och s composition. 
Going a-sleuthing among melodies 
can affo d . . . . r one a J ally good time· but 
It 1S · ' ban _wise not to raise the charge of 
ditry every time one chances upon 
mbl nee . In the inale of fo. 
z rt' oncer lo i 1 A . f jor for Pi 110 
n i Orcheilr K. 8 . olumbia 
Album 261 ) you can hear the begin-
nin of Di.·ie, and in the slo move-
ment of the same master's Sonata for 
Violin and Piano o. 10, in B Flat 
fajor (K. 3 78. ictor Album M-
3 3) you ill hit upon bits of the 
old Cru aders' hymn, Fairest Lord 
Jesus. hat is the explanation? Is 
there an explanation? 
When some of our descendants 
write the history of the development 
of music in our nation, they will be 
constrained to deal with the contri-
butions of Tin Pan Alley, and it will 
be incumbent upon them to pay a 
goodly amount of attention to the 
achievements of Gershwin. Will it 
be their verdict that his influence did 
not reach out beyond the confines of 
the Alley, or will they find that what 
he did was laden with widespread 
significance? Our judgment in this 
matter cannot be clear at the present 
time. It may well be that future gen-
erations will hail and honor Gersh-
win as a far more important figure in 
the musical life of the United States 
than Reginald de Koven, Sigmund 
Romberg, Victor Herbert, or the pro-
lific Rudolf F riml. Some of us-if 
still alive-would not be greatly sur-
prised. 
Coda 
h There is indescribable magic in 
#I · the masterpieces of German song 
given to the world by Wolf gang 
Amadeus Mozart, Franz Schubert, 
I, 
•hi 
• ri bl y o in h n 
con umm tc arti try. T her are tho e 
·ho pro ch work of thi kin 
ith meticulou care. y are both 
exact and xacting; yet, for some 
reason or other, they are unable either 
to sec or to show the inh rent beauty 
of these pearls of great price. 
With all their sincerity and in 
spite of all the technical skill they 
may have acquired, many singers be-
come blind leaders when they pre-
sume to initiate their fellow-creatures 
into the my teries of the German 
Lied. They may have excellent quali-
fications as exponents of other de-
partments of the art of song, and, 
for this reason, it would be both wise 
and salutary for them to cling to 
the music that lies within the domain 
of their own feeling and understand-
ing. 
Now and then, there rise up artists 
who are fully endowed by nature as 
well as by training to reveal to us 
the power, the glory, and the beauty 
of the German Lied. Such a singer 
is Lotte Lehmann, the famous so-
prano, who shows deep understanding 
in a volume of discs on which are 
engraved wonderfully chaste rendi-
tions of songs by Schubert, Brahms, 
· rnst olff the noted German 
baritone, sings ' chubert's magnificent 
song cycle, called Die schoene .Ai!uel-
lerin, with artistry of an exceedingly 
high type (Columbia Album ?17\ 
The fact that he accompanies b1msel 
at the piano imparts an intimate char· 
acter to his recital. 
In her superb exposition of ~ e 
rich beauties contained in Schubert 5 
Die Forelle and Der Tod und das 
Maedchen Marian Anderson, the 
' Ger· Negro contralto, puts many a 
man singer to shame (Victor 1862 )j 
The opening lines of Der Tod rm 
· t nse das Maedchen-lines of such 10 e h 
pathos that they literally bring fo;. 
the gooseflesh-are delivered by 
15 
gifted Negress with mastery such ~ 
one rarely encounters on the cancer 
stage. 
111en· These recordings have been 1 
tioned and recommended because 
know that many readers of !BE 
CRESSET have a deepseated fonclneSS 
for the German Lied and will appre· 
ciate the above references. 
BookJ-Jom to be re -Jome to be pondered 
-Jome lo be njoJed- n Jome lo be c/01e a.I 
10011 J the)' re opened. 
THE LITE A s E E 
ALL UNSIGNED REVIEWS ARB BY fEMOERS OF THE TAFF 
Modern Inferno 
ASSIGNMENT IN UTOPIA. By Eugene 
Lyons. Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
New York. 1937. Price 3.00. 
VLAI?IMIR KHENKJN, a popular 
1 comic actor, had a sure-fire 'gag.' t meant nothing to the uninitiated but it 
convulsed Russian audiences with' laugh-
ter. There were those in the audiences 
wh · 
~. ';'710ced and only pretended to laugh. 
f .One night,' he said with a straight 
1 ace, 10 the course of his famous mono-
dogue, 'I heard a vigorous knock at my 
oor. So I took my little suitcase and 
went to open the door' 
1 "He paused for the. guffaws and they 
a_ ways came. The reference V:as to the 
s~mple fact ( incredible to anyone outside 
0
- Russia) that professional men en-
gt_tneers, technicians, and other pre-r~volu-
1onary · t 11 th' 10 e ectuals usually had a few 
tngs packed in readiness for the emer-
!~ncy of a sudden arrest. Any night 'the .. agon' · 
of f ?11ght arrive, and it was the part 
und oresight to have an extra change of 
oth erwear, a little dried bread a few 
er things th t . h 1 · ' of im . a m1g t 1ghten the burden 
E Prisonment, always on hand." 
Russi~gene ~yons' story of six years in 
the bl contains many scenes that make 
the ood congeal. But even the recital of 
more dra ti V 1 liquid . ma c a uta horrors, of the 
ation of the Kulaks, and of the Mos-
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cow trial do not possess the nightmare 
quality of the Little uitcase, always 
ready. "Every night," Lyons writes, and 
this was five years later, "the big 'black 
Marias' moved through the stillness col-
lecting another load of undesirables. Com-
ing home from a late party, we of ten saw 
these wagons-immense closed-in trucks 
like American long-distance furniture 
moving vans, with a row of perforations 
near the top for air." 
Lyons did not go to Russia to write a 
book like this. He was a radical from his 
youth. As a man he took a prominent 
part in the defense of Sacco and Vanzetti. 
He became virtual head of the Soviet 
News Agency in New York. And when 
he received his appointment to Moscow as 
reporter for the U. P., he "was lifted to 
a rarefied altitude of joy.'' The next six 
years witnessed almost the whole range 
of reactions between a purblind enthu-
siasm that shouted down its doubts, and 
an aching disillusionment. Even after his 
American furlough (1931), had Mr. 
Lyons not returned to Russia he "might 
have ended by contributing highminded 
lies to the New Masses and slept happily 
ever after.'' He saw all the deception 
practiced on distinguished visitors. "Their 
ignorance of Russia remained. correctir, 
official, stereotyped, and self-righteous. 
They cabled to America that annual wages 
had risen from 702 rubles in 1928, to 
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1,101 ruble in 931; h y f iled to m n• 
tion that inflation h d reduc th ruble 
in the ame riod from 50 cent to 3 or 
4 cen and that the avera e o3tional 
we kly wage is half a pound of commer• 
cial butter, or t n packs of commercial 
cigarettes, or a pound of sausage. When 
the visitors proclaimed Russia a beehi ·e 
of enthusiastic activity, where men labored 
and sacrificed in a spirit of fanatic self. 
abnegation, Lyons confesses, "I did more 
than my share in building up that idyllic 
picture,"-knowing full well the terrible 
poverty of the masses, "the tremulous 
excitement that touched a Russian family 
when some member of it brought home 
a decaying herring or a verminous bit of 
meat." As a reporter he is at his best in 
his description of the American visitor to 
atheistic Moscow who, "having enlarged 
on the wonders he had witnessed in the 
U.S.S.R., raised his arm, turned his eyes 
heavenward, and exclaimed: 'And I trust, 
my friends, that with God's he/ p you will 
carry your wonderful Five Year Plan to 
a great success!' " 
Assignment in Utopia answers all our 
questions about Russia except one. 
It describes the psychology that made 
possible the melodramatic "demonstration 
trials" which year after year bewilder 
the world with their spectacle of men 
con£ es sing incredible crimes and embrac-
ing death with grandiloquent gestures. 
Lyons was there. He witnessed how "often 
four or five def end ants were grouped 
around the microphone questioning one 
another, bickering over disputed points 
and shouting 'Liar!' while the judges 
prodded them expertly to involve one an-
other." He saw one prisoner "sweating 
and puffing as he labored to turn his own 
brother into a traitor." He paints with 
the brush of a Van Gogh the presiding 
judge whose "flushed, overstuffed features 
were twisted continuously into a grimace 
of brutal sarcasm." 
Three times the book rises to a climax 
of agonized description. I refer to the 
ret Police cti ity-the Liquidation of 
h Kut s-the aluta horrors. Soviet 
u ia for nearly twenty years has been 
under a group of officials hich wields 
the terrible owcrs of secret arrests and 
punishments, disfranchi ement, hiring and 
firing, assignment of ration categories and 
living space: a system which "makes blin~ 
obedience the only guarantee of safety. 
T HI , then, is what has come out of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the 
communistic leveling of all ranks, and 
community of all goods! When Mr. Ly?ns 
left Russia it was "with a sense of leaving 
behind me a nation trapped. Trapped phys-
ically, with bloodhounds and machine g~ns 
and death sentences guarding the frontiers 
to prevent people from escaping, with a 
passport system to prevent them from mov-
ing freely inside the frontiers, with endl~ss 
ukases and threats to regulate their exist-
ence. Trapped intellectually, with ~v~ry 
thought prescribed and mental cunosity 
punished as heresy, the new liter~cy 
seemed an additional taunt, sharpening 
the appetite while denying it sustenanc\ 
Trapped spiritually, through the need 0 
pretending enthusiasm for the knout, 
genuflecting to hateful images and prac-
ticing hypocrisy as the first law of _su~ 
vival." "Of all the enormities contrive 
in the haloed name of socialism, the m_o5t 
singular, perhaps, was a decree offen~g 
generous cash rewards to patriots V: 0 
informed on relatives, friends, and neigh· 
hors. The G.P.U. swooped down on them 
at night and made a thorough inventory 
of what they owned, tearing up floor 
boards and rafters, ripping open pillo
1
w~ 
and mattresses in search of concea e 
money or jewels." . 1 
As for the men of education and soo; 
position-"To awaken in their own be 5 
in the morning was a daily miracle for 
such people. The sound of a door-bell a~ 
an unusual hour left them limp an 
trembling." But even "men in posjti0Js 
of authority one day were roystenou Y 
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missing the next day and you never saw 
them again." He records the bo t of one 
of the early Red Army-"Remember?" 
Lyova exulted. "I strangled them ith 
these bare hands to save bullet ! f y fin-
gers are like iron pincers. Here, feel them, 
Gene .... " 
We find out who the "Kulaks" were, 
and what happened to them in their 
"liquidation." A Kulak wa any peasant 
who employed labor or who owned a 
little more property than the rest. Any 
peasant, also, who was too outspoken in 
the general dislike of collectivization 
taxe_s, grain deliveries, became a kulal 
Stalin gave out the slogan of "liquidation 
0~ the kulaks as a class." It was "the 
signal_ for the most startling piece of 
brutality, considering its dimensions in 
~~e annals of revolution." Its purpose 
1
was 
to smash and disperse between .five and 
te~ million peasant men, women, and 
chil~ren as quickly and rapaciously as 
possible." As late as January, 1933, the 
~ul~rs of Russia packed the 40,000 in-
abitants of three Cossack towns in the 
~?rth Caucasus, into cattle cars and 
s ipped them to the Arctic forests. All, 
me_n, women, and children innocent and 
gutlt l'k ' Y a i e, young and old sick and 
sou d . ' d n , were torn up by thetr roots and 
prmped in the wilderness. The Five Year 
an doomed millions to extinction and 
tens of millions to inhuman wretchedness. 
T~EN the Valuta horrors. There was 
hidden gold, in specie and in orna-
ments, a little here a little there among the 
Peop_le, and the S;viet leaders 'resolved to 
~el it. They established stores at which 
n Y gold or gold certificates were ac-
cepted H · ere the best and most tempting 
;a~es were exhibited. So the poor took w:~~ ~old--:-tzarist coins, spoons, trinkets, 
mg rings, old dental plates-to an 
assay counter, obtaining a credit slip in 
return w· h · 1t a few exceptions they had 
come b th . Y e1r valuta legally, and even 
un er the o iet la had every right to 
it. Ha ing gotten on the track of the gold 
the agents of fo cow ferreted out other 
o ·ner . "The G.P.U. depended upon 
anonymous denunciations and denuncia-
tion under pressure; the aluta Depart-
ment assumed shrewdly that anyone hav-
in foreign money would probably know 
others similarly cursed, and drew that in-
formation from him along with his cash 
contribution." Theo tortures were applied 
to those suspected of hiding wealth. "I 
heard casual and veiled references to the 
'sweat room,' the 'lice room,' the 'con-
veyor,' 'cold treatments,' and other re-
.fined tortures. . . . They held out for a 
week or two, then they confessed where 
the stuff was hidden and they were 
through." Lyons describes one of these 
torture chambers: 
"The parilka, or sweat room, has been 
described to me so of ten that I feel as 
though I had seen it with my own eyes. 
I can see it now with my mind's eye. 
Several hundred men and women, stand-
ing dose-packed in a small room where 
all ventilation has been shut off, in heat 
that chokes and suffocates, in stink that 
asphyxiates, one small bulb shedding a 
dim light on the purgatory. Many of them 
have stood thus for a day, for two days. 
Most of them have ripped their clothes 
off in fighting the heat and the sweat 
and the swarming lice that feed upon 
them. Every now and then those who have 
fainted are dragged out into the corridor, 
revived and thrown back into the sweat 
room . . . sometimes they cannot be re-
vived." 
The concentration camps at this time 
held about 6,000,000 persons. At the 
Rumanian boundary, Soviet soldiers used 
machine guns to shoot down peasants try-
ing to escape the country. 
Then the famine of 1933. An alto-
gether unnecessary famine, since the mar-
kets of the world at the moment were 
glutted with grain. A few million dollars 
would have bought enough bread in Can-
h 
•h r-
, n million . 
r u h he 
, de cri in d ·1 
Age, pl c d he co 
n." 
t lin? r. Lyon coun 
him "in the ucce sion of mon rou 
e r and Hernando r , 
Pe er the reat and Tapoleon." He met 
this man and de crib s his interview ith 
the dictator, ''a new intonation in who e 
speech might alter the quality of life for 
a hundred million people." Stalin, he says, 
"is without the cool enius of a Lenin, 
ithout the flamboyant talents of a fos-
solini, without the hysterical fervor of a 
Hitler. An uninspired practical politician, 
this slow-moving, slow-thinking, but im-
placable Caucasian has hoarded and or-
ganized power slowly through his years 
and made himself the strongest person on 
the face of the earth. Reckoned by the 
numbers who willingly or under coercion 
bring him allegiance, Stalin's temporal 
empire dwarfs Caesar's and Napoleon's." 
And the one thing we are not per-
mitted to see through the eyes of this ace 
among journalists-what is it? It is the 
anti-God campaign of the Bolshevik re-
gime to which Mr. Lyons devotes but 
two pages. We can account for this as 
little as we can account for the fact that 
the author of this volume, who had many 
years identified himself with a movement 
which is atheistic at its very core, in all 
the crowded observations of this volume, 
has not a single sentence derogatory of 
religion. Is it possible that, as the scales 
of Communistic ideology have fallen from 
his eyes, he sees-
uppl m nt Stuff 
y Lincoln Ells-
ubl , r. n and Com-
, Y r , 1938 .50. 
LI. • RTH, polar ex-
Jor r, c nqu ror of Arctic and Ant-
r ic, m br ttempt to clothe a 
ti n I r hie f ature in an auto-
hie c moufl e. The attempt oc-
t n r c nt f 100 pages, the rest 
b in ci ntific a v nture a la Geographic 
-without th m ny illustrations. . 
To r r without opportunity or 
inclination for ci ntific xploration o~por-
tunity, the k offers a comparatively 
palat ble and xcitin account of the 
dangers connected with polar work. 
· llsworth set off his story with a 
short intr uctory piece about his pre-
polar life. He is the son of the former 
hicago coal magnate, James _W. ~11~ 
worth a director of the '93 Fa1r. Ra1se 
in lu~ury he became not the "soft" type 
usually a~sociated with "idle rich," but 
developed a strong inclination fo_r 0.t 
door life. The happiest days of his h e, 
he says, were spent as chairman of a sur• 
veyor's gang in Canada. b 
Arctic days began with a meeting 
1
~ 
tween Ellsworth and the late Roa 
Amundsen. James W. Ellsworth was _P~r~ 
suaded to become part backer for a J010 
t t fly over Amundsen-Ellsworth attemp O t 
the North Pole. The expedition was ?0 
. 1 es be1ng entirely successful, the two P an fly 
forced down The two crews had to 
back in the ·plane not demolished. Lather 
b.l fl wt e Amundsen, Ellsworth, and No 1 e e 
1 
ka. 
dirigible, Norge, over the pol~ to t :~rth 
Having conquered the ArctK, El 5 f · Ater 
undertook a flight over Antarctica. t Bal• 
one unsuccessful attempt with Bern 
1
. hed 
chen as pilot, the feat ~as acc~mp isedi-
with Hollick-Kenyon as p1lot. Th1s exp 
tion was under Ellsworth's personal super· 
vision. . ive 
Forced landings in polar regions g 
the book considerable dramatic suspense 
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Retreat from Anthony 
ACTION AT AQUILA. By Hervey Allen. 
Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., ew York. 
369 pages. 2.50. 
THIS is Hervey Allen's fir t novel since 
Anthony Adverse. Action aJ Aquila 
(pronounced Ak-wy'-la according to the 
;uthor) is strikingly different from his 
ormer best seller and that may mean a 
rel t' I ' 
th 
a ive Y smaller sale for this volume al-
o h , 
b 
ug we should not care to have this 
0 servation accepted as a prophecy. One 
never can tell. Unlike Anthony Adverse 
( comparisons seem to be unavoidable) this 
~tory is concentrated in a high degree. The 
~? d?es not appear on a new scene every 
w 
1
1Pstltch, nor is the action spread over 
a ong period of time nor does one need 
a spe . 1 ' 
th cia card-index to keep track of all 
el characters. It is only about one-fourth 
as ~ng as. his first novel. 
Sh he time is 1864. The place, the 
is ~nandoah Valley of Virginia. The hero 
rn ~lone! Nathaniel T. Franklin, in com-
w~~h of t?e 6th Pennsylvania Cavalry, 
n1• k ' for lts fine service, has lately been c named "Sh 'd . ha . en an s Eyes." The Colonel 
1• s JUS
t returned from his first furlough 
n a Ion · 
read g tu_ne. As he is introduced to the 
fr er, he s1ts on his horse, looking down 
oeom ~ mountain ridge at his men man-
stouvenng below in the Valley.-Thus the 




rom no n the up. 
hidden · II y th Ion I found the 
itt nd n , nf d rate family hose 
home he h d be n order d to burn do ·n 
previou ly, and he hel d rovide for 
their necessities. A romance between his 
new recruit Farfar and fargaret Critten-
don, as well as one between her cousin 
Paul and Flossie, the daughter of !r. 
Kiskadden, an ex-minister, blossomed forth 
rapidly and openly, while that of the 
Colonel and Mrs. Crittendon grew more 
slowly and less conspicuously. The climax 
came with the action at Aquila in which 
the Colonel lost a leg and Paul Crittendon 
and Farfar their lives. It is one of the un-
forgettable scenes of the book when Mar-
garet and Flossie search the battle-field at 
night in order to find their sweethearts 
among the fallen who lie scattered about 
in the darkness under a mantle of snow. 
The story comes to a satisfactory conclu-
sion after the long winter in the Crittendon 
refuge, where heartaches and wounds are 
slowly healed. 
Mr. Allen tells us in a statement on the 
jacket of the book that this is "not a 
novel which has depended on historical 
research, books, and documents for its 
background. Almost every incident in it 
was taken from word-of-mouth reminis-
cences by Civil War veterans, both Union 
and Confederate, and from people who 
lived in the towns, the cities, and the coun-
try, in the area covered by the story." He 
also informs the reader that he thought it 
best "for personal and family reasons, to 
alter the names of people and towns, or to 
give them imaginary names. This is true of 
'Aquila' and 'Morgan Springs.' " His liter-
ary sources otherwise were contemporary 
newspapers of the various places involved 
in the area of the story, published between 
September, 1864, and May, 1865. 
Of the story itself we would say that 
ho Is Crazy? 
400 flLLIO CVSTO IERS. By Carl 
row. Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 
1937. 3.00. 317 pages. Drawings by 
G. apojnikoff. 
T WE TY-FIVE years ago Carl Crow sailed away to China to enlighten the 
Orient with the magic lamp of modern 
advertising. Now, wiser and himself e~-
Iightened, he relates his experiences 10 
trying to till the soil of the Chinese con· 
sumer's demands. . 
The result is 400 Million Customers, in 
which he tells of pawn shops used, not to 
gain funds, but to store winter clothe~ 
during the summer months. Of the ol 
men with their curbstone shops .. , "the 
most useless collection of articles • · · 
crooked nails, rusty screws, defective but-
tons broken door knobs cracked saucers, 
' ' h re a couple of empty cigarette tins ... t e 
they sit all day in the sun ... they keep 
shop for the fun of it." Of the servants 
who work diligently, but seize every oppor-
tunity to do their work out in the open, 
where it can be seen and appreciate? by 
everyone. Of the geomancer, or "engme~r 
of psychic influences," the man called lO 
by the Chinese staff to measure and survey 
and move all the furniture around so 
everything is in "good joss." Of fire~orks 
to frighten away evil spirits brough~ in b~ 
a cigarette sign. Of fatness as a sign ° 
prosperity and scholarship. Of the pro· 
fessional story-teller who enacts a pla~let 
on the street-corner to earn a few pen01es. 
At times one reads wistfully of these 
people and their customs, comparing the!ll 
with our own way of living. With 110 
house-to-house canvassers, for instance, ~e 
Chinese lack our daily procession of pe. · 
dlers of shoe-laces, mercurochrome, electric 
appliances, magazines, potato peelers, 
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brushes, etc., punctuat 
from a coal or ga com ny 
minutes in unctuous conv r ti n 
up to a sales talk. 
In China, the foolhardy forei n bu i-
ness man who, ignorin the advice of the 
oldtimers, persi ts in training a taff f 
~alesmen in the modern technique of stuff. 
mg products down a prospect's throat, so n 
learns his error. After his hi h-pre ured 
salesmen have been bounced away from 
a few gates without even comin near a 
possible client, his force dwindles. 
Some of our business men might well 
take a lesson from the Chinese in still 
another respect-the distaste for ornate 
and decorative business surroundings. ome 
of the wealthiest and most famous shops 
are such shabby holes that our astute busi-
ness leaders-the same who lead into as 
well as out of depressions or recessions-
;"0uld pale. But the Chinese believe that 
it "stands to reason that the man with ex-
pensive tastes of this kind is going to be 
more voracious for profits than the one 
wh · bu O is content with a shabby shop, and the 
yer had better beware of him." 
Although they differ from us in their 
r~gard for outward appearance and pres-
t~e, 0ey also display our own unreason-
~ fie _ms1sten_ce on having material in a 
: nite rouune. Take "Hamburg" horse-~ts, for example. Years ago, when ships 
~na-bound took cargo of any sort as long 
as it could serve for ballast to be dumped 
on the market in China and replaced with 
b
a valuable cargo of tea or rice one ship 
ore 1 ' 
I{ : oad of discarded horse-shoes from 
/m urg. The Chinese blacksmiths soon 
f iscovered that these old shoes were ideal 
w·thhammering into knives and razors. 
'W 
1 the growing demand, horse-shoes 
C~:e gathered from other cities. But the 
I{ inese would have none save those from 
h amburg, claiming that the Hamburg 
a o~ses and cobblestones gave the shoes ex-
d ~£1 the correct temper. A way out of this 
5
~. culty was at last found-the shoes were 
1PPed to Hamburg and reshipped from 
h re. o • t the h from Ham-
bur the Chine e buyer ·er ati fied. 
Ab urd hi ound it has it 
the American reaction to 
s from China. Becau e 
are preferred, the e q are 
hipped from hina to Eur pe and then 
back to America, ith a corre pondingly 
higher price to the public. 
hile mentioning food e learn here 
the actual joke behind the name of "chop 
suey." A mo t people no know, chop 
suey is not a Chinese food but an Ameri-
can, first prepared in California at the time 
of the gold rush there. "Chop suey" is 
Cantonese slang for the hash collected by 
beggars. The American food received this 
name the night when a group of husky 
miners, out on a lark, stormed into a Chi-
nese restaurant and demanded some real 
Chinese food. Although after the regular 
supper hours, the proprietor feared re-
fus ing the belligerent funmakers, so he 
scraped together all the leavings on the 
dirty plates from his former customers, 
poured some sauce over the conglomera-
tion, and smilingly served what he called 
"chop suey." The Chinese have been laugh-
ing over that joke ever since. 
0 NE disconcerting fact learned from Mr. Crow is that to the Chinese, hu-
mans and animals as well, we foreigners 
not only smell, but actually stink. Although 
this may shock some of our staid, Bos-
tonianish citizens who regard an American 
or Briton as the closest possible human 
approach to divinity, the fact is undeniable. 
Even Crow, as he admits, finds himself, 
after living in China long enough to be-
come a native, stiII the object of "anguished 
protest" from every dog to the windward. 
Repeatedly through the book is illus-
trated the trait that explains in part the pa-
tience of the Chinese people for the blund-
ering and doltish rudeness of the foreigner. 
This is their desire to help the other per-
son "save his face." No matter how wrong 
the other person may be, either morally or 
5 I 
Heroic Preaching 
HERE STAND I! By Martin Niemoeller. 
Translated by Jane Lymburn. Willet, 
Clark, & Co., Chicago and New York. 
1937. $2.00 
T HESE thirty-two sermons by Pastor Martin Niemoeller of Berlin take their 
place among the most significant and 
powerful pulpit utterances of the age. In 
fact, I do not know of any contemporary 
sermons that can be compared with them. 
Simple and unaffected in thought and style, 
unusually brief, thoroughly evangelical, 
they are nevertheless highly dramatic in 
the very best sense of the term. From the 
opening sentence to the final Amen they 
pulsate with deep surging emotions and 
vibrate with that mysterious electrifying 
power which is the mark of all genuine 
oratory. As one ponders these sermons, the 
conviction grows that they were born out 
of the cataclysmic tragedy of a great peo-
ple and the agony and anguish of a heroic, 
God-fearing soul. One begins to iealfa<; 
e e sermons to 
the v r, foun tion of 1 aziism and 
t con ti utc th ir author the foremost 
champion of r ligi us liberty throughout 
the ·orld. ne un er tands why Pastor 
iem Iler is in jail, an by Oiristians 
the world ov r are praying for him. 
In th e clear, pastoral Gospel-mes~a~es 
we have the revolt of a sensitive ChnstJan 
consci ace and a free democratic spirit 
against the chains of servitude which a 
ruthless pagan dictatorship is forging abo~t 
the bodies minds and souls of Gods 
people. They voic; the age-old challenge 
with which the Church of Jesus Christ has 
defied the long line of arrogant Caesars 
who endeavored to crush the Cross under 
the iron heel of selfish ambition, religious 
regimentation and a fanatic militarism. ' . . e 
like trumpet-blasts, they rally and mspir 
the faithful in their battle against t~e _de· 
structive forces of modern Matenahsm 
run riot. And never, even for a .moment, 
is there an uncertain sound. 
But these sermons are not what many 
may expect them to be. There is no .fl_am· 
boyant oratory, no strident emotionahs?1, 
no patriotic harangue, no fiery denuncia· 
tion of Naziism. In the whole book the~e 
is not a single reference to the preacher 5 
position or achievements in the Germ; 
navy during the World War. One lo~-s 
in vain for clever rhetorical devices, gnp· 
ping illustrations, or a scintillating literary 
style. There is no straining after efie~t, 
no playing to the galleries. Martin N~e-
moeller is not interested in the plaud~t 
of the crowd or the headlines in the dai Y 
press. He is not concerned about his own 
reputation. The situation is far too serious, 
too solemn, for that. Tremendous issues are 
at stake. Once more the Church stands ~r~ 
raigned at the tribunal of Caesar, Chns 
before Pilate. 
And what shall the Church's answer 
be? In firm tones Niemoeller replies:, 
" 'We must obey God rather than men. 
. . . So long as we call ourselves the 
Churc;h w~ a(~ ~o~ free iq w~~~ we preach 
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or do, but are bound to the or of the 
Church to whom belon s the office jn 
which we stand. The Lord Je u hrist ha 
ordered us to 'teach them to bserve all 
things whatsoever I have commanded you.' 
y;e cannot pick out the parts of Hi teach-
10g that suit us and suppress the parts that 
do _not suit us. On the contrary, we must 
deltver the whole message as it is iven 
to us. For the rest, we must wait and see 
wha_t comes of it and what the Lord Jesus 
Chr1st does with it through our service." 
p Guide~ by this high spiritual principle, 
asto~ N1emoeller preaches on the great 
doctrines and precepts of the Holy Scrip-
tures and deftly applies them to present-
day . conditions in Germany and more 
particularly to his own parishioners and 
their distressing problems. He speaks on 
~race, on the Lord's Passion on the Feed-
mg of the Five Thousand, on 'Prayer for All 
~en, on Justification Without the Deeds 
~h!?e, Law, on the Chosen Generation, on 
1st s Resurrection on Brotherly Love 
versus Hatred of th; World on Repent-
ance on s ff • d ' f ' u enng an Glory, on the Office 
0 the Church, on the Widow's Mite and 
on many other biblical subjects. B~t in 
~very sermon the crucified and risen Lord 
1
h5 exalted as the Head of the Church and 
t e S · av1or of the world and in every ser-
mon th ' b . e Gospel of the Cross is made the 
asis for all the instruction, exhortation, 
comfort, and inspiration which the preach-
er! with such rare pastoral sympathy and 
~1s~om, offers to his people. Here is Chris-
~~~ty preaching at its best, definitely 
. _nst-centered on the one hand and def-
Intt l · ' d e Y in relation to the problems of the 
. ayhon the other. And in back of it all there 
15 
t at heart of oak the heart of the preach-
er h' ' d 1mself, made strong and brave by faith 
: loyalty to God and an ardent love for 
s People. 
p On June 27, 1937, Pastor Niemoeller 
b;?ched . his last sermon, just four days 
f or~ h1s arrest. The dosing paragraph 
01! thi~ historic message is characteristic of 
a his preaching. "There is indeed no 
hope " he aid, " xcept to hold firmly to 
the Crucified ne and to learn to say in 
simple and certain faith 'Io the bottom of 
my heart Thy name and cross alone shine 
forth at all times and in all hours, and 
therefore I can be glad.' It may be long 
until we are truly glad, until like the 
apo ties we are counted worthy to suffer 
shame for Jesus' name. The way will not 
be opened today or tomorrow. And that 
may be good, for it may teach us not to 
take impressions for belief. It may teach 
us how, in the heat of the struggle, to 
mark the Word of our Lord and to con-
tinue to hear the message of the Cross, the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ-perhaps for the 
first time aright. It may show us how to 
teach it and to hear it and to preach it; 
for our faith lives in this Word, and our 
joy flows from this Word. 'Lord, ever-
more give us t11is bread.' Amen." 
Clear as Mud 
THE TYRANNY OF WORDS. By Stuart 
Chase. Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
New York. 1938. 396 pages, $2.50. 
T HIS book will introduce the term semantics to many who have not met 
with it before. Semantics is a discipline 
which concerns itself with the meaning and 
use of symbols, especially of verbal 
symbols, or words. That words are a pro-
lific source of misunderstanding, confusion, 
and error, has long been realized. "Who 
is this that darkeneth counsel by words 
without knowledge?" inquires the book 
of Job. "Error is never so difficult to be 
destroyed as when it has its root in lan-
guage," declares Jeremy Bentham. Because 
it was recognized that pitfalls lurk in 
speech and that people are often curiously 
bedeviled by their own words and by those 
of others, there have long been kindly men 
who have warned their fellows to handle 
words as circumspectly and warily as cac-
tuses. Logicians especially have considered 
it their duty to sound such warnings. That 
they have not effected any noticeable ref-
n in l 
b i u 
n h I 
of m n h 
of he r 
Th· 
I in to m Ive n th ir etlo '· 
c Jy h re the tr ubl li . Th 
ha e come to the notic f uart 
se ithin recen year and have st n i-
bly so impressed and enthused him th1t he 
has written thi book on the subject. It 
seems, however, that a strange fatality at-
taches to the labors of those who try to 
clarify meaning. They cannot make others 
understand what they mean. Chase names 
three men who have given more time and 
thought to the subject than any others. Two 
of these, Ogden and Richards, Cambridge 
University scholars, collaborated in 1923 
to write The Meaning of Meaning-a book 
that bears every evidence of thoughtful 
and painstaking work. Y et at that time 
your reviewer sat at a table with four other 
good men and true, sat for long hours, 
over a period of weeks, in a desperate, 
but vain effort to wrest from the book the 
secret of its meaning. It is heartening, even 
after all these years, to find that Chase has 
run into similar experiences. He says of a 
book by Korzybski, the third of that out-
standing trio, "I have read Science and 
Sanity completely through three times, and 
portions of it up to a dozen times. Large 
sections still are blank in my mind." Ex-
actly! that is what happened to us in 1923, 
and the blanks came just at the most im-
portant points in the argument-the more 
important, the blanker. 
Now how does Stuart Chase fare in 
this matter? Does he succeed in dispelling 
obscurity where others have failed? The 
Tyranny of Words is not hard to under-
stand; it will leave behind no blanks in the 
average reader's mind-but, alas! not much 
knowledge of semantics either. Chase has 
simply avoided the problems in the field, 
has picked out a few handy and obvious 
facts, and then has used these as points 
of departure for expressing his likes and 
great principles, he feels, shoul_d 
impr ed on mankind. The one_ is 
that words are not to be identified with 
1hings. He illustrates: "This is a dog. Is it? 
The thin that is called 'dog' is a non-
erbal object." It appears that Chase co~-
sorts with people who, pointing to an ordi-
nary non-verbal dog, will deliver the~: 
selves of the sentiment, "This is a dog, 
but will perversely mean that the real ?og 
is the word "dog" which they are using, 
"as something alive and barking in its o~n 
right." All honorable men will agree wi_th 
Mr. Chase that such people should speedily 
discontinue such practices.-The truth of 
· · le the matter is, of course, that the pnncip 
which Chase mentions is an important o?e, 
but that he is not clear as to how it applie~ 
This is still more true of the secon 
principle which he urges, namely: t~at 
one must constantly guard against the mis-
use of abstract words. This principl7, 
again, is decidedly worth urging, ~nd 1\15 
the author's chief stock-in-trade; it ho s 
the whole book together. But Chase never 
· · In clearly de.fines what an abstraction 1s. 
fact, he is not clear on it himself, for. he 
regards common nouns and, on occasion, 
even a figure of speech, as abstraction~-
His confusion in terminology 15 
equaled by his inaccuracy in other matt~rs. 
He serves a variety of scientific tid-~its, 
but the science in them has sometunes 
gone sour. For instance, "If you teach a 
rat to perform a simple trick and then r:· 
· · 1s move his cortex surgically, the tra10mg. 1 wholly lost." Undoubtedly, for the rat wil 
"re-be stone-dead. What he meant was, . 
1 move parts of his cortex." Or, "A bio;· 
gist tells me on a rough estimate that ~ 
eye sees about one-twelve-thousandth 0 
what there is to see." If there was a 
biologist who made this silly statement, 
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he should not have been qu t <l. for 
probably, what he id a omethin 
like this, "The vibration vi ·ible t man 
form a certain tiny fracti n of the whole 
band of known vibration " n<l th t m k 
sense. The book contains 
1
a goodly numb r 
of other careless, que tionable, an<l f 1 e 
statements. One more xample for g od 
measure: Chase thinks that the ible tory 
of creation has God make ev rything u·ith 
his hands. 
At the opening of the last chapter 
Chase ~axes confidential and says, " I have 
made little effort in the foregoing pages 
to develop a theory of semantics. I have 
sought ~o give the reactions of a layman 
to certain aspects of this new discipline." 
If the spirit of frankness had possessed h' . 1m in still fuller measure, perhaps he 
;ould have added, "You see, it was about 
me for me to write another book and I 
co~Idn't think of anything worth~hile to 
; me ab?ut. Then it occurred to me that 
h had dipped a little into semantics and t at probably I could use what little I 
now of it to throw together a book. It is 
an old trick, you know. There are always 
;c~olars and thinkers who work hard and 
~t~hfully at something and get little recog-
nition _for it. Then one of us smart boys 
g~s wind of it and superficially skims off 
~ at he can use to impress the half-
e ucated multitudes and that keeps our 
pots b T ' 
all . 01 mg ever so merrily-which, after 
' ts What counts." 
Magnificent Magellan 
CO~Q(!EROR OF THE SEAS. By Stefan 
p Weig. Translated by Eden and Cedar 
aul. The Viking Press, New York. 
1938. Illustrated, $3.50. 
AT THE same hour when a Ione bull-
ro fighter, in the teeming center of Eu-
d P~ Was rounding the horns of spiritual 
far ess before the court of Charles V, 
war away, before seemingly interminable 
de:ters, another courageous navigator, un-
the Bag of the same emperor, was 
·ith rembling bo prit lan-
t en into t bord rs of eographical 
d rkne . The d untie s piritu I tamina 
f th d iJ-d rin Luth r i uplicated in 
a hr ic I way by his contemp rary, the 
ion r lobe girdler fagell n ho dared 
and double dared the mo t formidable of 
J m ntal o ers-"that ole davvil sea." 
There i omething strikingly coinci-
d ntal about the career of these two men 
-both born almost in the same year; both 
coming to the momentous deci ion of their 
lives in October, 15 17; and both reaching 
the peak of their adventure in April, 1521. 
From then on their destiny differs, Magel-
lan, by an ironic twist of fa te, losing his 
life and going down into obscurity. 
It has been left for a twentieth century 
ocean voyager, lulled to ennui by the 
comfort and security of a modern luxury 
liner, to appreciate the amazing audacity 
of the world 's first circumnavigator and 
to dig out of dusty Spanish files a vivid 
account of his astounding exploit. 
The story of Magellan's Odyssey is 
reminiscent of Nordhoff and Hall 's har-
rowing epic, Men Against the Sea, and has 
much of its salty tang, in spite of being 
limited to factual narrative. Without sacri-
fice of historical accuracy or introduction 
of fictional motivation, Stefan Zweig has 
woven fragmentary accounts and dry mari-
time ledgers into a unified and living 
chronicle that has the grip of a swash-
buckling novel, yet evidences the stamp 
and refined verve of a scholar and gentle-
man. The author well deserves the critical 
encomiums of "a born storyteller" rand 
"the finest biographer now practising in 
Europe." Under his skilled pen Magellan 
and his men become, as in truth they were, 
the "Rogers' Rangers" of the seas. 
The appeal of the book does not strike 
one upon casual scratching in its pages. 
One must begin with the introduction and 
become involved in it. The interest grows 
under the studied development of the situa-
tion by the author, who first produces in 
the reader a realization of the times, the 
Ii 
n' . I 
pie u h to 1 In ies, 
h lure of fin in b n nu r u c, an the 
limi ed c rto r phic I inform ion ·hich 
left three-fourth of the m p of the world 
hazily kctched beyon lines of rumor, 
super tition, an fabulous guesswork. 
It , as a time of startling discovery, 
keeping the news relay of urope on the 
gallop and map-makers in a frenzy. 
Bartholomew D ias' exposure of the Ptole-
maic theory by successfu lly rounding the 
African "land of satan" and its reputed 
"boiling waters," Columbus' heretical voy-
age off the pancake, da G ama's ocean jour-
ney to Calicut, Cabot's dash to Labrador, 
Vespucci's christening of the Americas, 
and Balboa's first sighting of the Pacific 
from the peak of D arien-all came within 
the short period of twenty-seven years and 
formed the background for a subsequent, 
and what then seemed the most fantastic 
idea of all M agellan's ambition to find 
the unknown westward passage around the 
world. 
Fortified with a secret map, he declared, 
"I shall find the p aso. I know, I alone 
know, where to find it." His secret led him 
into a blind alley on the bleak Patagonian 
coast, but his indomitable fortitude kept 
him on his course. H is men became sus-
picious, his offi cers mutinied, bitter winter 
overtook the fleet in midsummer, storms 
foundered one of his ships, fear made 
another desert him, and famine stalked on 
board the remaining three for one hundred 
Pacific days of sweltering heat, pestilen-
tial drinking water, and sawdust rations, 
with rats in the hold at a premium and 
the hide strappings on the mainyard as 
steaks. Zweig portrays it in a way that 
makes history stranger than fiction and 
instills it with a suspense that creeps upon 
one like the tenseness of a well-organized 
plot. 
The author's style is not stark realism 
but carries with it a tranquil charm even 
in the most arresting moments. Occasional 
sidelights of human philosophy illumine 
chronicle. mmenting on Magellan's 
p r on I ttcntion o the enormous prepa• 
r. · ion for p s ible three-year expedition, 
Z cig ay , .. ain and again, truly crea• 
t1 e ork must e done by the actual 
creator in per on if it is to be done at all." 
n difficultie , he reflects, "It is the ob· 
stacJes that have to be overcome which 
give the measure of a deed and of the 
man who performs it." 
The character delineation raises Magel· 
Ian in esteem above other conquistadors, 
especially in his friendly treatment of na· 
tives and his lack of greed. His dislo~a!ty 
to Portugal is mitigated by the cupidity 
of the king who scorned him. One feels 
for the doughty sailor when, after seven 
years ' service in the Indies, which heaped 
the coffers of royalty, he, as his fellow 
mates, "returned as he had left, an ur 
known soldier, in soiled, torn, bloo · 
stained clothing ; expected by no on~: 
thanked by no one, greeted by no one .. 
It was this that impelled him to the decl· 
sion to turn to Spain and there find the sup· 
port which ultimately sent him out as 
" Conqueror of the Seas."- H ENRY ruscHE 
Primitive Ritualism 
THE FOLKLORE OF CAPITALISM, ~y 
Thurman W. Arnold. Yale University 
Press. New Haven. 1937. $3 .00 , . 
h thlS 
T HERE are several reasons ~ Y d book, which is both w1tty ~ 
thoroughly learned, deserves the att~nt1~f 
of everyone interested in the maladi_es ·t 
fecting modern society. For one. th~ng ~-
is not a doctrinaire book, nor is it r 
other one of those devastatingly clere 
b . 1· one analyses of the de acle of capita i_sm._ 
11 
might call The Folklore of Caprta/um 
Baedeker for use on a tour through the 
sounds and sights of America's busine~~ 
civilization. After one has read the bo0 \ 
1 
is quite easy to understand the ethics O a 
J. P. Morgan, who declared: "If the go~; 
ernrnent cannot collect its taxes, a . man .:e 
a fool to pay them." Likewise it 1s qui 
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possible to understand the state f mind 
of a farmer who devoutly belie\'e in ii 
erosion control, builds dams on hi farm 
~ith WPA money, but at the ame time 
v10lently deplores the fact that the Fed ral 
government is bonding the future for such 
progressive measures. 
"This book," writes Professor Arnold, 
near the end of the volume ''is concerned 
~nly with diagnosing the ~resent difficul-
!tes which have come upon us now that 
~ndustrial feudalism is no longer protect-
tng large groups of our citizens who de-
man~ security, and with trying to explain 
the ideological difficulties which prevent 
t~e creating of organizations which will 
give that protection." Professor Arnold 
avoids t?e danger, frequently evident in 
recent discussions of the capitalist theory 
:tf applies i? o~r ind~str!al and national 
e,_ of considering cap1taltsm as something 
stattc. Yesterday the bugbear was the old 
trust monopoly, today it is the holding 
c~rnpany ; tomorrow some other capitalist 
P eno~enon will be attacked by political 
moraltSts and will be either destroyed or 
~etarnorphosed into some unrecogniz-
a le shape. The total process will ulti-
mately end in some sort of co-operative 
co;mrnonwealth in which the government 
;.111 . own or control all productive and 
~~tnbutive processes. Perhaps that day 
/ _l never come. Perhaps the process of 
b 1stntegration of capitalist society will 
e frozen by the rise of a peculiar Ameri-
~:~ form of fascism as has happened in 
a Y and Germany. 
IN THE meantime we go on living in an 
economy which is torn apart by cruel 
~a6adoxes. No constructive national effort is _eing made to analyze these efforts. The 
national mind, the American folkway, 
s;~rn.s to be opposed to co-operation in 
e ~ 1nating the contradiction of plenty 
~idst poverty. Why this hostility? Why 
1s apathy? 
1 Professor Arnold demonstrates at great 
ength that America's present civilization 
i · \' rned by the myth of the corporate 
ers n or call it the per onification of great 
indu tri 1 enterprise. This myth ori inated 
from the 19th century idea of the holy 
character of a trader's function. The men 
,; ho today dominate our corporations car-
ried over this idea of the sanctity of the 
individual business man into the corpora-
tion until it has become a fixed idea. Just 
as men cheerfully accept the fact that some 
individuals are good and others bad, so it 
is taken fo r granted that not all corpora-
tions will be good. 
Corporations as individuals could not 
exis t without the economic basis of capital-
ism. ow capitalism may take various 
forms. Today America is wi tnessing the 
quintessence of capitalism in the form of 
monopoly capitalism. The productive en-
ergies of capitalism in America were re-
leased by the Civil W ar, and from that day 
to the present capital has been forced to 
find outlets. Today we see a separation of 
ownership from management, and the con-
trol of management by .finance. These mod-
ern owners of capital are primarily inter-
ested in creating and promoting profits. 
Private ownership has disappeared with 
the rise of the corporation. Capital today 
means the ability to control bank credits. 
Hence we see the startling growth of what 
one modern historian has called the "para-
sitic monopoly," namely the holding com-
pany. There can hardly be a dispute over 
the assumption that this private control of 
the means of production is for profit. If 
there are any social benefits, they are ac-
cretions or barnacles, brushed off the mo-
ment there is a recession in profits. The 
minute profits disappear we behold the 
ritual of reorganization among the corpora-
tions and holding companies, a ritual 
which provides a paradise for lawyers. 
Professor Arnold points out that, when 
any attempt is made to control monopoly 
capitalism or to direct its energies into use-
ful channels, there is a conflict. Public 
business thinking has adopted the general 
premise that it is the investor's fault if he 
I c r r 1 n 
c n rol h 
Ii ci ·iii 
lo n , bri ff um-
t h dr am ·orl of 
th u I orl f 
·o pro 1t1 n : ( 
r t American bu i-
n man doe with hi o n pr rty can 
b oth r than helpful; and 2) that great 
organization are in fact American bu ine 
men, are obstructive myths in the road 
toward a new political or social ch me. 
The re ult of the sway of the e myth i an 
anarchy which make ethical con uct on 
the part of socially minded business men 
almost impossible. 
Professor Arnold might be questioned 
on his assumption that there is a basic 
"Thinking Man" to whom all public de-
bate is addressed. He may be the man to 
whom everyone, from the Saturday Eve-
ning Post to the Nation, addresses appeals. 
Would it not be more plausible to assume 
there are two classes of men, the political 
moralists and the political realists? These 
two men may be facets of the same per-
sonality, or they may be separate physi-
cal entities. They are the ones to whom 
emotion or thought is addressed. The 
political moralist is the one who, in 
the words of Reinhold Niebuhr, " fails to 
recognize the elements of injustice and 
coercion which are present in any con-
temporary peace." The political realist may 
be a dominant personality trait in all of 
us, or he may simply be a Tammany poli-
tician. A political realist may be one who 
assumes that natural impulses, namely 
greed and the various forms of self-asser-
tion, can never be completely controlled 
by reason and consequently admits the 
f nn of co rcion. Thus 
th ibility of ulti-
n. rofe or Arnold 
und r pr mise if he 
thi notion of the 
cont mporary society. 
n doubt that Folklore 
piJ !is 1 i ne of the outstanding 
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'lb b j n irrit nt to anyone who d1s-
b in • di turb d in his wish-thinking 
n i h- b rv nee. The complete ab-
nee of economic and political theory 
t tl e b k apart. Marxism and the 
P ulist and the ew York Stock Ex• 
ch nge and orman Thomas are all treated 
to a g nial dissection. 
Thurman Arnold is being compared 
to Thor tcin eblen, Karl Marx, and 
Charles D arwin for having written an 
epoch-making b~ok. Perhaps it would be 
more judicious to compare his book to 
Voltaire's Candide as satire, or, on anoth~r 
plane, to that provocative study of \~ 
decline of progressivism in American po 1· 
tics John Chamberlin's Farewell to Re-
' · ns form. Whatever may be the companso • 
The Folklore of Capitalism is inte~ligentl~ 
unique and decidedly worth reading an 
owning. It is a "must" book. 
German Lutherans 
SPRING CAME ON FOREVER. By Bess 
Streeter Aldrich. D. Appleton-Centu!Y, 
New York. 1937. $2.00. 
· her 
T HE story, called by the author 
10 rf 
introduction "a cross-section" of 1 :• 
is wrapped around the "winning of. t .e 
, 1 · I1hno1s west ' theme. Its early loca e 1s 
in 1866. It ends in Nebraska in the b~:. 
193 7 The leading characters are . 
·. . h It 1s man 1mm1grants German Lut erans. t 
' • · teres simply and artlessly told, sustams in d 
throughout and evidences a knowle ge 
• as 
both of German language and customs, 
well as Lutheran backgrounds and usages. 
One suspects that the writer is of Lutheran 
descent. 
1a 1 5 
Early setting: A youn 
Matthias Meier, fall in lo\ 
girl, Amalia, who with h r rm n im-
migrant father visit hi hop to m k 
purchase. He goes to call on h r nd fin 
her about to move with her familr to th 
~ebraska territory, where numb r o 
Kundschaf ter'' from the German colony 
have_ gone before to arrange for uit, ble 
holdmgs. During this i it the folio\ in 
conversation takes place: 
"Matthias laughed and sat down b ide 
her. 'What causes you to think of goin to 
that troubled territory?' 'It i no Ion er 
tro~bled. The Pawnees have Ion been 
quieted. We are of the Lutheran faith and 
here our farms are scattered. My father 
says tbat by moving there and keeping to-
fether we can retain our customs and our 
ahnguage and our church relations.' 'But 
w Y 1' M h. 'Wh.a · · ·· a~t ias wanted to know. 
t advantage ts there in the people of 
ohne church being so close:> I can see how 
t e Pilg · f . 
th rims o England-persecuted as 
5
/Y Were-But you're not!' 'My father 
. yhs none but the followers of Luther are 
rig t and ·t · 
much . 1 ts not well to mingle so 
Wtth others. Already two of the 
yhoung people have married out of the 
c urch'" H 
l·nt . · ere the author is moved to eriect· "If M . 
opi . · atthias held his own 
sin n~: ~n the iniquitous depths of that 
wa; s dt? not say so. Indeed, when she 
self peaki~g so earnestly, he found him-
1 h more interested in watching her long 
as es swe h 
Thus th ep er soft cheek, etc., etc." 
'What e average reader is left to infer: 
ans a bunch of crack-pots these Luther-
must be! 
l ATER · th . . JL, d 1n e conversat10n the damty, 
straine~mure, dove-like Amalia is con-
ised b to confess that she has been prom-
of th Y her father to another man ( one 
arriv el Krndschafter who was awaiting the 
much ~d the others at Nebraska City), a 
Whom O er man and, incidentally, one 
friend she does not love. He is her father's 
and, of course, a member of the 
riz 
d min rin , h 
nn , j t bit t o ti h 
, but n \ r hele oo Luth r-
n. It i 1 o r ord d of him th t h took 
n p ,. n· ind fterno o, •hich he 
· · n alr ady during the church service. 
till- Luther n, in f ct, the 
'· 1 ·• of the group. 
Th chapter clo e ·ith a significant 
p ra r ph. fatthia , endin hi home-
v rd · y in the ecsta y of a new-found 
love, ••for ot the coming journey and the 
faith of fartin Luther, the domineering 
father, and the affianced who as far off 
beyond the Bi Mu dy."-In other word, 
in the love triangle of this first part of the 
story, the sini ter side which would thwart 
the happy consummation of the lovers' 
plans, is made up of these four elements: 
the emigration to Tebraska, the faith 
of Luther which promoted the move, the 
father who put so much stock in Luther's 
faith, and the unwanted and unloved 
fiance waiting to wed Amalia at the new 
homestead. The faith of Luther is thus 
held up to the general reading public as 
the "crool villain." 
The same idea pops out again later. 
After several clandestine meetings of the 
lovers on successive Sundays, Amalia defi-
nitely decides to follow the dictates of her 
heart and to remain with Matthias against 
her father's wishes. The matter of facing 
her father, however, is successively post-
poned, largely due to her unwillingness to 
incite a domestic riot. Then comes this 
classic bit of conversation: "When Mat-
thias said nothing could come between 
them, she confessed: 'Of that I am sure,-
and yet I am sad to part from my young 
brother Fritz. That is my greatest sorrow. 
As for leaving our good people,-they 
will be angry and hurt.' " But Matthias 
turned that away with lover-like speed. 
"When they know how much we love 
each other, they will see that it could not 
be otherwise." "But my father has so often 
said that only woe comes to those who 
• h 
h coun 
i cu fr m hi 1 e. 
• 1 er h m n o e th u h to 
h t he h ne •j h th 
br k . An urchin brio him a note: 
" ne en nc t od out ·ith grim, ar-
donic in istence: ' ne must not marry out-
ide the church.' "-As the heart- ick, 
grief torn swain stumble back hrough the 
oggy fore t, hi reaction to this ·orld-
shattering bit of news is describ as fol-
lows: "One emotion after another went 
tumbling throu h him-a sickening sense 
of loss and disappointment-astonishment 
-self-remorse - self-chastisement, - and 
then violent anger at man's feeble ineffi-
ciencies, at a God who had sent the water 
to overflow, at the tyranny of the father, at 
the narrowness of the church, at the weak-
ness of the girl .'' 
T o churchmen who understand these 
things, it might not sound so bad, but as 
the emotions of Mr. Average Reader are 
moved to agree with the grief of the hap-
less, hope-blasted figure in the forest, he, 
too, naturally finds himself shaking his 
fist at the offending elements and, more 
particularly, at " the narrowness of the 
church."- Thus Mrs. Aldrich has done a 
fair job of misrepresenting and maligning 
"Lutheran strictness." We will admit that 
she tries to be a bit kind in her condem-
nation, but she is not very successful at 
kindness. The second half of the story pic-
tures these pioneers as the true heroes they 
were, bravely building, conquering, and 
eventually prospering in the face of hard-
ship, droughts, blizzards, and sudden 
death, and all the while holding to their 
faith and worship. But the damage of un-
fairness and criticism has been done. 
At times it seems that Mrs. Aldrich, 
like many other modern novelists, wrote 
with an eye to the movies, that there seems 
Romance in the 
Drawing-room 
NO HEARTS TO BREAK. By Susan E~-
D. Appleton-Century Co., New Yor · 
1937. 2.50. 
N O HEARTS TO BREAK is an ab-sorbing historical novel of thf 
drawing-room type. It is based on one 0£ 
the most forlorn cases in the record 0 
romances the love of a Baltimore belle 
for a br~ther of N apoleon. It is a sto: 
of an American woman of long ago w do 
•-Je 
almost became a queen a strong-minµ h' 
' El' bet steely-hearted Maryland beauty, 1za 
f maze· Patterson, who caused a furore o a h 
ment and envy in early social circles w en 
her intriguing charms singled out for her1· 
f A · 's No self the courting favor o menca . d d 
visitor, dapper, congenial, gold-brat e d 
Jerome Bonaparte, youngest brother :. 
prince charming of the then. greatest th 
derer of Europe. . deh'· 
With little of the psycho-neurotic . 
ings and Freudian affectations common in 
women's journal novels and without ex· 
tensive recourse except by reflection, ~o 
the exciting historical material of ~ e 
period's major happenings, Susan Ertz a: 
written a romance of compelling interes, · 
f womans She has made adventure o a d 
ambitions to a surprisingly fascinating ~-
. . 'ft Once in gree w1th a true narrative gt · 't to 
the motif of the story, one follows 1 
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the end with cumulative curio ity. Al 
to the credit of this modern nov Ii 
the reserve with which he rel t off-
moral episodes of the scapegrace Jerome, 
episodes which other current ·riter ·al-
low in with detailed abandon. 
The solid plain narrative tyle of the 
author is an effective vehicle to convey 
the impression that one is movin in a 
time and amid characters long past. From 
the opening chapter one senses an old-
fashioned atmosphere rustling through the 
pages of the book, like the gowns the 
women wore. So realistically is one trans-
ported into the distan t era tha t it seems 
quite natural to hob nob, as this beauty 
of two continents does with the n otable 
fi ' gures of the day, not in moments that 
~ade them famous, but, as is more real, 
in the social, informal contacts behind the 
scenes of historic deeds. The lady-elect 
meets the elite of Europe and " everyone 
:"ho, to her, was worth meeting in Amer-
ica" J ff - e erson, Madison, Monroe, J oho 
Jacob Astor, Wellington, Bluecher, Lafay-
ette, Madame de Stael Byron Scott 
Sh 11 ' ' ' The ey, Lamb. And Napoleon's mother. 
e Iron Hand himself, whose will for-
e~er blocked "Miss Patterson" from set-
ting f t · oo 1n France as Mme Bonaparte 
and · h , at the port of entry, literally left 
er at sea with her high-flung love she 
never met. ' 
th In spite of the stern rebuff, she admired 
hi; ~onqueror for his strength, a quality 
uresolute brother lacked. The harsh-
ness Was mitigated when a friend who 
cam f ' e rom St. Helena, said the Emperor 
b~s sorry. The great exile's words gave 
a m to her feelings: "Those whom I have 
rronged have forgiven me· those I 
;~ded with kindness have for~aken me." 
t e closest she came to him was at his omb It · ti · 1s the nearest she came to emo-
k on~l softness; but she controlled it, 
h eeping the author's caption intact: "No 
eart to break." 
ur t~e character development comes nat-
a 1n the narration and is done with sure, deft touches, so that the .figures are 
j ione and ppraised-the 
con cientiou hard-tempered elder 
P er n, ho ·as d ·oted to industry, 
inte rity, country, and God; the independ-
n hi h-strun brilliant Elizabeth, who 
<l r d o i 1 I mor, uropean eclat, and 
the tin-gods of her ambition; her likable, 
unassumin . well-bred boy Bo, who, to 
his designing mother's discomfiture, p re-
ferred American ays and attachments; 
and the puppet prince J erome, who was a 
astrel and a weakling. 
The author is loyal to her main charac-
ter, with rare sk ill preserving for her, to 
the last, a sympathetic chord, in sp ite of 
the headstrong .fits of temper, vented 
mostly upon her father, the supercilious, 
bored air towards what to her was the 
dull American l ife, the self-sickening jeal-
ousy of rivals in social attention, and the 
fetish-like concentration of ambition upon 
a relic of royal hopes. The madly hysterical 
outburst of disappointment at the news 
of her son's choice of a plain American 
girl is tragi-comic. The Italian servant girl 
thought she had received news of the 
boy's death and, when apprised of the 
truth, shook her head, unable to under-
stand the emotion. It is this scene in which 
Elizabeth stands in the most unfavorable 
light; but the author gets her out of it, 
and soon the reader .finds himself sym-
pathizing again with the lone woman who 
bears up so well despite a life of frustra-
tion and who, when time leaves Europe 
desolate of acquaintances, forlornly turns 
again to the land of her birth. 
Goldsmith wrote something that seems 
apropos! 
"If to her share some female errors fall, 
Look on her face and you'll forget them 
all."-HENRY RISCHE 
A Wrong Approach 
REASON AND REVELATION. By Ed-
ward McCrady, D.D. Wm. B. Eerd-
mans Publishing Company, Grand 
Rapids, Mich. $3.00 
Th 
in he evi-
nc o e ·olutioni tic d nee an ar u-
m nt for the truth of revealed r ligion. 
To it he devotes th e four hundred pag 
of "Rea on and Revelation." 
Dr. fcCrady (he has a degree in 
Divinity) believes in biological Evolution, 
"in the principle of rational orthogenesis 
in organic Evolution." He believes, as 
regards man, that the thought centers of 
the brain have come into existence by 
gradual transformation. However, while 
admitting the process, he has his own in-
terpretation of the forces which brought 
it about. While recognizing the fact of 
Evolution in nature, he contends that the 
particular process with which the biol-
ogist is especially concerned, has its 
"limits"-that it is, in fact, "only a 
subordinate phase of a far greater, world-
wide movement in which both Creation 
and Evolution have a rational place." 
While it seems to us that the author 
has made large concessions not warranted 
by the present state of biological and 
especially cytological science, popular 
interest in this problem is so great that 
a serious attempt to align it with orthodox 
belief is worthy of our attention. 
To begin with, Dr. McCrady elimi-
nates from his scheme some of the con-
structs which still bulk large in the text 
books. He has no use for the reckless 
theorizing of Haeckel, who "does not 
hesitate to fill up the gaps in his genea-
logical tree with hypothetical forms which 
no man has even seen, either as living 
beings or fossils, and then on the basis 
of these creations of the imagination, over 
and over again, proclaims 'the certain 
proof' of his conclusions." He does not 
believe that life originated in a single 
cell. Quoting the great authorities, he 
reminds us that Oscar Hartwig recognizes 
in t nd independent 
f <l velopment, Boaz 
i t n, K noel seven· 
very r ntly Dr. Austin H. 
mithsoni n Institute, has 
erte that ··there is not the 
i<l nee th t ny one of the 
major coup aro e from any other," and 
th t so far as c nc ms these groups, "the 
er ati ni t s m to h ve the better of the 
argument." urthermore he points out the 
striking differ nc s which exist between 
man and ape. Quoting Prof. Osborn 
( Men of the Old Stone Age), that man 
"has a long and independent line of as· 
cent of his own," he goes beyond Osborn 
in declaring that the spiritual, as well as 
the mathematical and artistic faculties of 
man are "not to be accounted for by 
Evoiution." In the following he is simply 
recording what expert anthropologiSt5 
have asserted time and again: "Human 
remains of the Tertiary period have no} 
yet been discovered, and the traces 0d 
human activity which have been refer:t 1 to that period, are of a very doub u 
nature. But diluvial remains abound. Man 
appears at once as a complete Homo 
Sapiens. Most of the earliest human 
beings possessed a cranium of which anY 
of us might be proud. They had neither 
excessively long, ape-like arms, nor ex; 
cessively long, ape-like canine teeth, b~, 
were genuine men from head to !00k 
He has also happened upon Austin · 
Clark's opinion that unquestionably ~a~ 
has not descended from any known k: t 
of monkey or ape, fossil or recen!, uf 
"has a long, independent, superior hne 0 
ascent of his own." 
But the author believes that he ca~ 
not only bring Evolution into agreemr 
with theology but can derive support. or 
orthodox religion from this pri~c1Pj; 
The path of his reasoning is not d1fiic f 
to follow. He proceeds from the idea. 0 
levels of energy and levels of realtlY· 
There are in the world of science diverse 
orders of energy-the energy operating 
on one plane utilizing the energies in the 
1a 
plane, or planes, b low it to 
peculiar ends or purpo e . 'The 
is a system of r gi ns ithin r i n ; 
there are diverse order or sphere 
r:ality, and while, with re pect to any 
given region of actuality, that hich Ii 
beyond its boundary nece sarily a pear 
as a pure negation of it-hence as a 
nothing or zero in respect thereto--it is, 
nev~rtheless, a genuine reality, though f 
a different order." ow, when in a course 
of grad~al transformation or development 
0?e bemg changes into one of the next 
higher level, we become aware of emer-
gences. For this he has a beautiful demon-
stration taken from the field of mathe-
mati~s. He points out that a polygon by 
continued division of its sides may be 
made to approach a circle. Let the de-
~elopment be carried ad infinitum-and, 
~nst.antly, the polygon is annihilated and 
in t I ' f is P ace we have a figure totally dif-
erent in kind therefrom the circle. In 
short, the circle does not' differ from the 
polygon in degree but in kind· it is not 
a I ' ' b po ygon developed to an immense num-
d er of (finite) degrees-i.e., a polygon 
.. ~:eloped to "the nth degree,"- not a 
ighly developed polyoon" · but an al-
tog th · I:> ' e er different kind of entity. In this 
ma~ner, he says, the various beings that 
ma de up the visible universe insensibly 
gra uate one into the next yet in every 
~ase at some point pass into a higher 
.eve!, different in kind from the preced-
ing "E · very such new emergence is a 
new creation in which God has produced 
~.~~ethi?g new." Quoting Prof. Patrick: 
f olutton does not seem like a process 
? unfoldment; it seems like a movement 
in the creation of new values." 
IF You have followed us so far you will 
understand how Dr. McCrady looks 
upon the advance of nature. This ad-
vance, he believes, is due to the periodic 
a~pearance ( through integration or cre-
atiop) of successively higher and more 
~er e~t types-to wit: plant, animal, man. 
0stnic advance, in other words, is the 
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ucce i e creation (inte ra-
or emer cnce of hi her type . 
Diff erin sharply from materialistic 
olut1on the author stresses the fact 
that Jif e i not the re ult of the various 
actt 1ue of the living organism but i , 
on the contrary, the force hich pro-
duces the organism. He assumes already 
existent Jife creating new living material 
(protoplasm ) out of these non-living 
energie , and likewise "already existent 
mind endowing such living matter with 
the powers of the human brain." "Life 
and mind are the causes both of matter 
and material organization, but never the 
effects of such phenomena." He quotes 
S. G. Holmes ( General Biology ) for 
his view: "The vital force directs the 
phenomena, which it does not create; 
physico-cbemical agents produce phe-
nomena which they do not direct." In 
other words, thought creates its own or-
ganism, the brain. In this he is not far 
removed from certain obscure, almost oc-
cult, doctrines of modern Physiology. He 
refers to Broca's convolutions, which are 
absent in the brain of a normal human 
infant, and only come into existence as the 
result of education-that is to say, only 
as the result of repeated efforts upon the 
part of the human will, so nothing less than 
a construction of the will of man. While 
this mechanism is necessary for speech it 
is constructed by no other agent than 
"the will of man himself, incessantly 
exerted in the long, laborious process of 
education." 
Now, whither does all this process of 
change from lower to higher levels tend? 
It tends to the highest realization of 
humanity, that is, to the enshrinement of 
the Divine. It culminates, in other words, 
in the Incarnation. 
As a beautifully consistent theory, 
leading to the conclusions announced, once 
the major premise is granted, this volume 
is of interest to the scholar. Unfortunately 
for our endorsement of it we must say 
"nego majorem,"-we do not accept Evolu-




Each month THE CRESSET pre-
.rents a check Ii.rt of important 
articles in leading magazine.r 
which will be of interest to 
our readers. 
Harper's 
But Is There a Federal Deficit? 
By DAVID CUSHMAN COYLE 
This is a very hopeful view of our 
"unbalanced" budget. It is the conten-
tion of the author that expenditures 
which are clearly a good investment 
are not actually unbalancing the bud-
get. It is only the bookkeeping meth-
ods of the Treasury which now make 
them appear in this unfavorable light. 
To bring our Federal bookkeeping 
system into conformity with that of a 
business corporation would probably 
make it possible to show that the bud-
get is not unbalanced, that "the Fed-
eral finances are in a sound condition 
and that a bold policy of building up 
the material and human resources of 
Note on a C nt nnial 
By BERNARD DEVOTO 
The editor of the Easy Chair de-
votes his column to reflections upon 
the centennial of W. Louis Jacques 
Daguerre's invention of the photo· 
graph. This occasion induces him to 
review the history of photography dur-
ing the past hundred years and also to 
indicate its power today "to change 
the pattern of public taste." The para· 
graph which demonstrates how Rho· 
tography has overturned conventio~s 
of decency in less than seven year~, 15 
particularly valuable and suggestived 
An exceptionally interesting an 
worthwhile discussion. 
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Italy's Over-Estimated Power 
By GEORGE FIELDING ELIOT 
In spite of the prevalent impression 
to the contrary, the fighting strength 
of Italy is, in every respect, overf 
estimated and far inferior to that 0 
either F ranee or England. This careful 
analysis of Italy's war power presented 
by a former major of the Military In· 
telligence Reserve, U.S.A., is a nee· 
a 1 6 
essary antidote to the o t of 
perior war machine ·hich fu 
recently made b fore hi n e 
in advocating an appropri tion of 
$_305,325,000 for hi army, n ry, an 
air ~orce. How much bluff th re m y 
be m the "force" diplomacy of the 
European dictators and how much of 
thei~ boasting may be designed chiefly 
~or its psychological effect at home and 
tn foreign countries are intere ting 
speculations, but they do not mitigate 
the cruel fact of the war-mindedness 
:'7hich the dictators are endeavoring to 
inculcate. War, sooner or later can be 
the I ' on Y result of this propaganda. 
Forum 
The Shakedown 
By THOMAS ] . COURTNEY 
The State's Attorney of Cook Coun-
ty m· . 
' mois, tells the sordid story of the labor racketeer in Chicago. Wheth-
er or not the article was timed to reach 
us wh·1 · i e Chicago was in the throes of 
one f · . 
it . ~ its typical election campaigns, 
th is ~mp~ssible to say. Nevertheless, 
ffi
e situation of ten ex-convicts with 
0 C . ' 
_es m Chicago's Wall Street 
tquipped with machine guns control-
tn? the "biggest percentage' of labor 
unions" 
a d as so-called business agents 
t n th organizers, at least suggests the t: that the employer is not always 
la~ only obstacle which organized 
or must overcome to improve its 
cond· · 
v· itton. There is soundness in the 
iew of the State's Attorney: "We 
cannot permit the law to be broken 
, ev n in time of labor 
o one houl accept the 
·ru th t crime committed in 
the n me of capital or of labor." 
Our Daily Bribe 
By AL I F. HARLOW 
Periodically the unfairness of tip-
ping both to him ho give and him 
ho receives is set forth, but appar-
ently without re ults. This article, 
however, is distinguished by its ex-
ceptional vehemence and strong con-
viction. Logic and facts support the 
author's arguments that tipping "does-
n't belong in American Society" and 
is a "mutual degradation." Were it 
not for that inflated feeling of affiu-
ence and superiority which tipping in-
duces, we could become more opti-
mistic over the good which the 
author's reasonableness might pro-
duce. 
Is the United States a Perma-
nent Country? 
By MORRIS LLEWELLYN COOKE 
Here is an interesting discussion of 
the necessity of soil conservation and 
also a summary of the accomplish-
ments of the Soil Conservation Serv-
ice organized by the government five 
years ago. "Improper land use and the 
change man has made in the natural 
environment" are revealed as among 
the chief causes of soil erosion. The 
author contends that the problem can 
be solved, but will demand a few 
decades of time and a tremendous cost. 
11 
By GAY i LA 
• 
1cry Ameria n O\'er the a of 
hirty-five must rem mber the day 
, hen the only entertainment in the 
to ns and village of A merica was 
hautauqua. Undoubtedly it as on 
of the most significant d elopments 
in the social life of the United tates. 
In its best days Chautauqua gathered 
as many as forty million Americans to 
its halls and tents in a single season. 
Permanent Chautauquas .flourished in 
more than 600 villages throughout 
the country. It was not unusual for a 
village of 200 persons to fill a tent 
holding 1100. Miss MacLaren, once 
a headliner in Chautauqua, writes a 
most interesting story of these half-
forgotten days. 
J. Ramsay MacDonald 
By MARY AGNES HAMIL TON 
No doubt the most mysterious figure 
in British history for many years was 
J. Ramsay MacDonald. Even now he 
remains an enigma. It will probably 
be many years before a complete pic-
ture of the man is available. Mean-
while, however, Miss Hamilton pre-
Th cap Literature of Three 
illion Maidens 
By THOMAS H. ZZELL 
In M arch Scribner's offered an 
evaluation of the "he-man's" rn~ga-
zine Esquire and now, not to shg~t 
the ladies we have a story on the varhi-
' · d t e ous " love" magazines pnnte on 
lowest g rade of newsprint, paper/°?. 
rough for half-tones. The "love pu Ph 
born in 1921, is the successor of tde 
1 f ran · paper-backed dime nove s o g .. 
mother's day. What little a~vert:g 
they carry is of the cheapest kind. y 
must get by by giving the readers.~hi: 
they want. At the top of the lis 
bl' hed to· the eighteen love pulps pu 1s 
day is Street and Smith's Love 5t~ry 
. . b bl 1· rculation Magazine with a pro a e c . the 
of 350 000. The four leaders in d' 
' h e 1-field are edited by women, w ose 
. male can tonal processes no mere 1l 
hope to analyse, according to Uz::k: 
who also claims that, generally sp th 
ing, the love pulps differ from ~ 
love slicks in only two fundamenta 
h . hly erno· ways: the stories are more 1g 
a I 6 
zines are usually women, mon 
Mrs. H. P. Smith, Pe 
Judith McKay, and 
are tops. 
Double-Dealers in Art 
By THOMAS CRAVEN 
The number of art dealers increased 
fifty per cent in New York City alone 
last year, an indication that it is a 
profitable business. It is also one not 
above the . questionable practice of 
double-dealing, according to Mr. 
Craven "Th · ere are approximately a 
hunclred art dealers in New York· 
there i l . ' I s on Y one honest dealer rn the 
ot-~nd I'm not the man!" said one 
prominent picture merchant who 
:oreover insisted that his st;tement 
e t~ken literally. To the dealer art is 
an Investment, a negotiable object 
~nd a precious object One class traffic~ 
10 
.~he dead, the other in the living 
as .1 .they were dead. The value of a 
painting· h . 
th is w at you can get for 1t, as 
ere are always collectors with more 
mt oney than brains. For that reason the 
empt · 
ations that beset both the dealers 
aucldtbe experts are usually much be-
hon human endurance. The dealer 
as a _painting for sale. The buyer 
Wants it rt 'fi d Pe , c_e . 1 e by an expert. The ex-
~ rt hs 0pm1on, if it is affirmative is ~ort t ' 
en per cent. On a $200,000 
The Master of the ' ScrewbaH ' 
By C. f. BLACK 
This famous mound-artist of ew 
York Giants has been written up in 
many of the national magazines dur-
ing the past few years and is still 
good for six pages in this magazine, 
evidently because Carl Hubbell the 
man appeals as much to all classes of 
our people as Carl Hubbell the pitcher. 
During his nine and a half seasons in 
the major-leagues, Carl has won 192 
and lost 102 games. This record is 
not the highest among pitchers, but 
puts him close to the top and has won 
him the respect of the sluggers in 
both big leagues. He differs from 
other outstanding pitchers of the day 
in various respects besides having a 
monopoly on his famous "screwball": 
he has an uncanny ability in pitching, 
not to a batter's weakness, but to his 
strength, he is never ruffled, never ex-




I gave the first five issues of T HE 
CRESS ET to the department of book and 
magazine selection of the Library School 
in the University. I asked them to evaluate 
the magazine on the basis of the p rinciples 
they teach, and those they employ in select-
ing books and magazines for the U niversity 
Libraries and for compiling recommended 
book lists. 
I received their analysis this afternoon 
and want to pass it on to you while it 
i'i still fresh in my mind. This Library 
School is outstanding for its cataloging 
department is first rank, and its book 
selection stands perhaps second. 
Now to the criticism. The head of the 
department gave me the following note: 
" The strong Lutheran point of view in the 
little magazine is somewhat objectionable 
to me-it is entirely too obvious. I 
rather like a religious tone and a measur-
ing of events, books, etc., by a religious 
standard, and I have no fault to find with 
Lutheranism, but I do not like it con-
tinually intruding as it does in almost all 
the contents. The magazine seems excep-
tionally well edited. The book reviews are 
fearless and show a careful consideration 
of the books-something not found in 
most of our magazine reviewing. I found 
the magazine very interesting, and to be 
library except for 
rh others might 
f thi point as I." 
me of the reactions 
ut by p r n l interviews. After 
J n let er I , •ro t ) OU some time ago 
·ill n t c mm nt h re. 
1. Tu . F.T i a highly commend· 
able p rim nt A f r as we know, there 
i no other ch~rch publication which _at· 
tempts a similar purpose, nor any which 
maint in so high a literary standard. . 
2. e discovered the Christian point 
of view early in the articles; but the 
strongly biased slant in some of the re· 
· Lu· views made us suspect conservative 
theranism. . are 
3. On the whole the book reviews 
' · few very fine li terary evaluations; but in a 1 
the r eligious interpretation is so stro~g .Y 
. h arusuc set mto the foreground that t e t 
p rinciples are not even given the sligh~~:. 
chance. In m ost of the reviews a wh ·ty 
some broad Christian background is ~ast 1 
discernible so that a bald denominationa 
statement tacked at the end to make ~ure 
the reader got the point is very ann°Y1fJ: 
Perhaps that does not disturb readers w 
in the Church organization. If we can c~nj 
elude from that that it is not essentia ' 
omitting it will appeal to a larger a~die~~d 
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4. (And this one came again . . g 
again, unsolicited.) It is most surprisin n 
that the Lutheran Church should have ~e 
who dare to begin a magazine on sue h a 
high literary and critical plane ; that t _ey 
h. h 1n· seem capable of retaining their ig 
1 
tellectual level ; that they are so f earle55Ji-
progressive; that they maintain a we 
balanced fundamental point of view, su· 
5. Most of the articles are very . e 
perior to the average quality of maga;~ 
writing. The make-up, too, is better 
the average. 
6. The articles on dadism were cer; 
tainly very direct, clear, and fearlessly ou · 
spoken. The subject matter could ha"e 
been treated with a little more fairness. 
7. The name of the magazine is ap· 
pealing and very distinctive. The teflll 
Ma t 6 
"Pilgrim" may not app I p ir icul rl · 
young people. 
8. The article on the purp of the 
'.11agazine is not particularly o the point; 
tt leaves the reader a little in doubt .:i to 
just what the editor anted to say. 
9. The criticism of Dale :1rne ie ·went 
farther and was more to the point than 
any review we have read of his book. 
10. We kept in mind other magazines 
of a similar nature and format THE CRES-
SET is superior to any we blow. It has 
a definite message and main tains it fear-
lessly. The various departments are in 
general harmony with this unity of pur-
pose. 
11. Introducing each issue with "Notes 
a_nd Comments" seems to be a happy varia-
tion from the usual practice. 
fi 12· "Meditation in A -Minor" in the 
tSt . issue is so good that it deserves 
special mention and can stand rereading. 
d l3. The pictorial section is a valuable 
epa~tment in the interest of religious art, 
aod if the high level is maintained will 
grow in • ' f creas1ngly valuable as the collect-
thton grows. Perhaps the editor could use e r . 
ff ~m1ted space of the hanging more e ecttvel b . 
p Y Y more direct and more com-
. act statements on the principles of art 
mvolved · th . . too . in e specimen. This department, 
i . ' is Wonderfully conscious of the def-
nite message of the little magazine. 
Ch . H. A. SIEVING 
ampaign, Illinois 
Napoleon and Crusoe 
Sra: 
In a review of Defoe's Robinson Cru-
soe by b 
Pa •
1 
an o scure scribbler named Eldor 
th u Shulls, published in your March issue, 
hoe! surprising statement is made that Na-
" eon " Po co.uld not endure the large and 
Pulous island of Corsica even as its 
governor." 
si ';Vhen was Napoleon governor of Cor-
h ca· At one time, doubtless, he would 
ave liked to be, but General Paoli an-
im. By he cour • of hi con-
qu cors he ·as, it i true made ruler of 
Jb ; n l u pect that is ·what the riter 
had in mind . 
fr. hulls does not mention the fo. 
tere tin circumstance that Crusoe was 
rejected by every publisher in London. But 
perhap that is only a legend. 
ELDOR P. SCHULZE 
Albany, ew Y ork 
Where Is Wisdom? 
SIR: 
T he most striking or significan t article 
in your M arch issue was the review of 
H uxley's End and Means. Mr. Huxley 
ranks very h igh among today's truly great 
minds. What presumption it seemed, then, 
for one of your editors to say that "the 
veil had no t yet been taken from the eyes 
of this brilliant man" ! Does the reviewer 
place himself above Mr. Huxley? Can it 
be that leaders of the Church are more 
enlightened than this keen thinker? Per-
haps they are not as gifted, but they are 
certainly more enlightened; and I would 
much prefer to sit at the feet of those 
acquainted with the eternal verities than 
with a Dewey or a Huxley. 




Extract from a letter of a daughter to 
her Dad: " I have been enjoying THE 
CRESSET very much. The articles are well 
written, the criticisms are fair and authori-
tative, and the whole spirit of the maga-
zine uplifting and buoyant. The first issue 
was, to me, something of a disappointment, 
but the last two copies have been a joy. 
I like particularly the art and the music 
sections." 
My daughter's sentiments are also mine. 
JOH N H. VOLK 
Ridgewood, Brooklyn, New Yo.rk 
,. Ii 
I i h 
•ho 
t I n 
pro rly, p c 
th purpo e f th 
of the u hor, c., 
tie down to a conclu ion. Th 
hould n t be ch ng in any m nn r. 
Pos ibly fr. Brummer want only a k 
r port and not an intelligent book re ie . 
1c. Brumm r also tates that a u eles 
book should be dismissed with one or t, o 
adjectives. I believe he is wrong, an I 
must agree with the editor's note that the 
readers to whom this magazine is evidently 
addressed are entitled to know just why 
a book is rejected or accepted. 
I also have to disagree with Mr. Earl 
Reinke. In his first paragraph he states, 
"Regardless of how important or how 
earnest the material or the ideas, strive to 
keep the copy readable, varied, and enter-
taining-intellectually so, if possible." In 
other words, he evidently wants THB 
CRESSET to publish a bunch of words that 
are "readable, varied, and entertaining," 
even if it is necessary to bury the idea, 
because he writes that the material should 
be on an intellectual basis, if possible. 
This is the wrong approach. The copy 






THE CRESSET certainly represents a 
forward step in laudable publicity. I am 
using some issues in my Civics classes. 
Especially noteworthy was J. Frederic 
Wenchel's article in the February issue, 
"A Preface to Naziism." I really hope 
that more space will be devoted to articles 
of this type. Likewise I should like to see 
RAY LUSSENHOP 
Oak Park, Illinois 
Modern Jewry 
Sm: 
Your article "The Modern Octop~S" 
in the March issue interests me and I wish 
to call your attention that in the old days 
Jews lived for the most part in a few 
large cities and in their own separate 
quarters, or ghettos. Today Jews are s~at 
tered everywhere. Though living main Y 
in large cities, they are found al:o. in cond 
siderable numbers in smaller cities, an 
in towns and villages. There are 100,ooJ 
living on farms, engaged in agricultur 
A · n Jew· pursuits. According to the mertc~ 12 
ish Year Book, Jews are living m 97 
different places in the United State~. d 
They maintain a remarkable unity an_ 
community of interest. Apart from their 
racial or religious loyalties, they now hav~ 
a further common tie in Zionism, throug 
which world Jewry is centered on Pales· 
tine as on a pilgrim's Mecca. . rf 
The significance of this extraordina f 
wide distribution of Jews is that 95%. ~-
the Jewish people are living in the neig 
Ma 19 69 
borhood of Christian hurcht . f ny 
churches have Jews Ii in in th ir •n 
parishes. 
I wonder if the Church h ver t ken 
seriously her responsibility over again t 
her Jewish neighbor? I the hurch r ady 
to accept this opportunity and eek to in-
terpret Christ and Christianity in term f 
sympathy and kindness to these estranged 






!f the ear-marking of all articles in all 
c?pies of THE CRESSET is out of the ques-
~ion, I would like to ask that this be done 
10 my copy. It would be a distinct per-
sonal favor. It would save a lot of ex-
plaining on this end. Here is a case in 
* * 
h l rch ET to hand nd 
re ily d vour by entire family. All is 
·ell until " ' r on tvckin " is absorbed 
b m good wife. iy otherwise peaceable 
p u e accu me of havin ritteo that 
editori 1. In vain did I plead that I am 
not a member of the staff and therefore 
could not rite any of the unsigned edi-
torials. "I have none other than a woman's 
reason, etc." I parried and sidestepped 
until finally I formulated this little syllo-
ism: 
I am opposed to silk stockings and 
lace curtains 
The editorial said nothing about lace 
curtains 
Therefore I did not write the editorial. 
All is again peaceful on the Kaskaskia. 
I would appreciate the name of the 
author of that editorial. I have a cigar 
which belongs to him. 




Shovel away the buildings 
Make brick-heaps and dust-heaps-
W e want to glimpse the stars! 
We want to know 
How high they are flung 
And how far. 
Above us there is only a thin ribbon 
Of sky sheared by roof-tops. 
Is there a moon tonight? 
Shovel away the buildings 
Build brick-heaps and dust-heaps-
W e are hungry for stars ! 
HELEN MYRTIS LANGE 
ib to 
R leading article thi month 
consider re sing problem in 
the field of domestic and foreign af-
fairs. The Honorable J. oehne, 
Jr., Congressman 
from the Eighth D is-
trict of Indiana, sur-
1 al otes 
HE R • •T has never offered 
a more intcre ting and significa?t 
group of book re iews than those in 
the pre ent issue. Almost all of them 
present important as-
pects of contempa· 
rary life. We are 
veys the sinister im-
portance of well or-
ganized minorities in 
American govern-
ment. The past dec-
ade has witnessed a 
constant increase in 
The 
particularly happy to 
present to our read-
ers a number of new 
reviewers. Martin 
Schmitt ( Beyond 
Horizons ) is a gradu-
ate student in Jour-
nalism at the Uni· 
versity of Illinois. 
George Petrick ( 400 
Million C11stomers) 
Editor's 
the power of these 
pressure groups, and 
Mr. Boehne's article 
is therefore most 
Lamp 
timely. 
Christ or Wotan is 
a clear presentation of the funda-
mental opposition between the phi-
losophy of Naziism and the spirit of 
Christianity. It is enormously impor-
tant for the future of the world to 
see clearly that a philosophy which 
permits the State to dominate all areas 
of human life is incompatible with 
Christianity. John Mintern is a 
pseudonym. The author of the article 
is a graduate student at one of our 
American universities. All the edi-
tors do not agree on the conclusions 
in this article Christ or Wotan. Com-
ments from our readers are in-
vited. 
70 
is a writer and a resi-
dent of Chicago, 
A. W. Gallen is the pastor of ~t. 
Luke's Church, Olmstead, Illinois. 
Our poet of the month is Walter A 
Mueller of Kansas City. . 
In connection with the article 
Christ or Wotan we should like to 
call particular attention to the review 
of Martin Niemoeller's Here Stand 1· 
Although his tragic story is mornen· 
tarily eclipsed by more recent develop· 
. ow 
ments in torn Europe and he 1s 11 
languishing in a concentration camp, 
we have no doubt that the world }las ·n 
not yet heard the last of him. A_sstg £ 
ment in Utopia is representative 0 
the most recent development in books 
May 19 71 
on Soviet Russia. Ten or twel e year 
ago the first revie s of the com-
munist experiment ere alma t en-
tirely favorable. Then came a flood of 
unfavorable and critical comment by 
representatives of capitalistic and 
democratic nations. The most recent 
books on USSR are written by former 
friends of the great ignoble experi-
ment who turned into bitter enemies 
of the Communist regime. A ssign-
ment in Utopia is a tale of fearful 
I disillusionment. 
U ~D~)UBTEDLY the great ma-
Jonty of our readers have heard 
much concerning Thurman Arnold's 
The Folklore of Capitalism. In an 
unusual but entirely legitimate com-
munication one of our associates 
wrf ~es concerning the review: 
Among the books reviewed in our 
book section this month is The Folk-
~re of Capitalism by Thurman 
rnold, a book which is provoking 
applause from all points of the in-
tllectual compass. Harold J. Laski, 
tuart Chase, Alfred M. Bingham, 
~nd others have given it their blessing. 
.~ed Rodell in the New Republic says, 
M luntly, I think it's a great book.' 
ax Lerner of the Nation is almost 
~qually enthusiastic Ralph Thompson 
IQ h' . . 
y 15 daily book column in the New 
0~~ Times calls it a 'penetrating and 
exciting' 1. • . po 1t1cal study The clamor 
is terrific and : h. b . 
th , anyone w1s mg to e m e s · 
0 
wim must read the book. Even 
ur reviewer falls into a rather su-
perlative-throwing mood, doubtless 
b cau e he felt it takes a strong man 
to keep a straight course amid the 
blizz rd of intellectual confetti and 
becau e it's sometimes just as well to 
gi e up. 
"One of the few sour notes greeting 
the Folklore of Capitalism is blown 
by H enry H azlitt, former literary 
editor of the ation, who writes, 'If 
this book is meant as a serious con-
tribution to law or economics or 
political dynamics, I should like some 
one to tell me precisely what it con-
tributes. I .find it thin and tediously 
repetitious. . . . It is not merely that 
Mr. Arnold never, on any occasion, 
fairly states a contention to which 
he is opposed; it is not merely that 
in each case, when he deals with an 
opposing argument, he presents not 
the argument but a travesty of it; 
what is hard to forgive, even in a 
man who pleads satiric license, is 
that he invents arguments for his 
opponents that not even the stupidest 
of them has used.' 
'• As will be noted our reviewer 
has judged the book partly on the 
assumption that the capitalist system 
has outlived its usefulness and is to-
day the device of every sort of chi-
canery. He is entitled to that view-
point but he has run into the danger 
of not passing judgment on the book 
from an even broader base. For 
example when Thurman Arnold 
writes on p. 392, 'Political principles 
must always be in.finitely elastic. It 
is only important that they represent 
public attitudes and do not strangle 
7 h 
o th I ri fr n f itl but to bnng 
ti i f i h into 1 y n<l to make it 
un on iou factor in 
di cu in curr nt intellectual prob-
I m i .·c cdin ly difficult for even 
the mo t litcrat modern Christian. 
ne re on may be that Christianity 
has ery often become a supramun-
ane m tter for the individual, some-
thing far removed f ram the actu-
alities of every day Jiving. To m~e 
the hristian viewpoint, which ts 
decidedly moral and positive, a com· 
ponent part of all modern intellectual 
endeavor is truly difficult. To apply 
that viewpoint demands a courageous 
and intelligent faith." 
* * * 
Sanctuary 
When the mind droops 
Weary as a spent body; 
When only hot, tight nerves 
Bind consciousness together ; 
When the heart's breached walls 
Are citadel to emptiness; 
Then he wants, not reasoning, 
Not understanding, 
But her wordless clasp 
Who knew, unasked, 
Just to hold him long ago 
Amid unbodied terrors 
Both gazed on· 
But neither understood. 
RICHARD A. JESSE 
FORTH 0 I G IS E 
I. fo "Note an omment" the editors will continue 
their brief comment on the world ,of public affairs and 
modern thought. 
II. Major articles during the coming months wilt include: 
'RAl)IO's ACCOUNT WITH RE-
1.IGION 
STUDIES IN MODERN 'I.r:nntA-
TURE 
1NDIAN L'EGENDS IN NEBRASKJ\ 
D ETECfIVE STORIES 
A LOOK AT SPAIN 
THE CRESSET A.ND THB 
CINEMA 
'COMMUNISM AND FA.SCISM 
WAR AND PEACE 
THE AMERICAN NEWSPAPER 
A PREACHER LOOKS AT LrFE 
THIS MOOD, THIS MUSIC 
UL In future issues t:he ·edit0rs wm wv·i-ew, .a:mongmany 
others, the following books·: 
ENCHANTER'S NIGHTSHADE ••. ..... ... ... ... .. .... .. .••• Ann Bri/Jge 
jOSEPH 'IN EGYPT •••••••••• .•......... .. . . •.. Thomas ?Jann 
ART AND CHARA.CI'ER .. ...••.•••.•...... A'lbert Edward ,Bailey 
FATHER 'GOLDSTRE.l\M •••.••••••••••. •·• .••••• • Ju1ian 'Duguid 
'if HE SELF -Y:ou HAVE :ro LivE WITFI . . ...... Winfred Rhoades 
SOCIALISM ·vs ·CAPITALISM .•••••..•••.••••.•••••• A. ,C. -Pigou 
WHAT lEVERiY YOUNG MA'N'SHOUL1) KN0W A.nooTWAR •.•• 
. . . . . . • • . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . .. •.. .. .......... Harold Shapwo 
THE ·CONQUEST ·op •Cuvr.uR.E •....•.• ... ...•• M. D. C. ·Crawford 
DAWN IN LYONESSE .•.•••••. .• .•••..• ... .. : •.•. Mary Ellen ·Chas:e 
C>uT OF AFRICA •••••.••••••.•.•••.••••.• • •.• . •1sa'k Dinesen 
'.fHE F.L YING Y ORKSHIR'E'M~N ••• W-hit !Burnett (lfJ/J, Martha ·Fole:y 
THE FIGHT ,FOR 1.IFE •.•...•••••••••••••.•... Paul D. Krurf 
°THE VOICES ·OF THE 'CA THEDIV.L .•....•.•...• Sartell Prentice 
CHRisT AND THE FINE AR.TS .••••••••••.• .-Oy,rthia •Pearl Maus I 
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